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Transparent armour (more commonly known as bullet-resistant glass) is used in armoured land vehicles to 
provide increased visibility while maintaining adequate levels of protection for the occupants. Soda-lime 
glass is commonly used in transparent armour due to the ease of manufacture and relatively low cost. 
Computational impact models of soda-lime glass can be used to aid in the development and optimization 
of transparent armour systems, but require experimental data to provide input parameters and must be 
assessed against independent impact data for model validation. In this study, a robust computation model 
of soda-lime glass was developed and successfully validated against a wide range of experimental data from 
coupon level dynamic tensile testing to full-scale ballistic impact experiments. 
 
To support the development and validation of the computational model, three experimental tests were 
conducted: a dynamic diametral compression test to measure the tensile strength of the soda lime glass; a 
sphere ballistic impact test on glass tiles to characterize the dynamic failure of soda-lime glass over a range 
of impact velocities; and a depth of penetration test to validate the ballistic performance of the soda-lime 
glass model.  
 
Three discretization methods commonly used to model impact problems were investigated including 
smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH), element free Galerkin (EFG) and the finite element method (FEM). 
A first set of models were used to assess common numerical modelling techniques using the sphere on glass 
tile impact tests and material parameters from the literature. The Johnson Holmquist (JH-2) ceramic 
constitutive model, accounting for strength dependence on pressure and material damage, was used to 
model the response and failure of the glass. The SPH method predicted projectile residual velocities with 
some success (difference in residual velocities as low as 15% at lower impact speeds) but had poor 
convergence tendencies (p = 1.1). The EFG method demonstrated higher rates of convergence (p = 2.1) but 
did not predict residual velocities well (differences as high as 348% using literature parameters). Lastly, 
the FEM showed acceptable convergence tendencies (p = 1.88). Although other solution methods predicted 
ballistic performance more accurately using literature parameters, the methods were prone to numerical 
error (SPH) or computationally expensive (EFG) to use effectively. The FEM with failure treated using 
erosion provided a good balance between simulation accuracy and runtimes, provided that a sufficiently 
fine mesh, 0.5 mm in this study, was used.  
 
In a second set of simulations, the material parameters for the JH-2 constitutive model were determined by 
fitting strength curves to experimental data and improved using sphere on glass impact test data. It was 
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determined that the fractured strength of the material (B) had a significant effect on the residual velocities 
of the sphere on glass impact simulations, and the damage coefficient (D1) had an effect on the mode of 
failure predicted. There was some interaction between the fractured strength (B) and damage coefficient 
(D1) on the projectile velocities, so B and D1 were determined such that they minimized the error in the 
residual velocity prediction in the sphere on glass tests. 
 
The performance of the updated FEM JH-2 material model was assessed using three sets of experimental 
data: dynamic Brazilian test, sphere on glass tile test, and preliminary assessment using depth of penetration 
(DOP) tests. The proposed new material parameters in the JH-2 constitutive model predicted the failure 
strain and mode of failure in diametral compression samples, within the range of experimental results, 
demonstrating the ability to predict complex tensile failure of soda-lime glass. Although the model 
parameters were determined in part using the projectile kinematics of the sphere on glass tile dataset, the 
measured damage progression and damage propagation velocities in the tiles were used separately for 
partial model validation.  The FEM model with updated JH-2 parameters predicted the projectile penetration 
in the DOP tests with a 12% difference on average. The predicted difference was as low as 6% at higher 
impact velocities (930 m/s), and as high 95% associated with lower impact velocities and cases where the 
experimental projectile path veered off-axis relative to the target. The model used quarter symmetry and 
did not account for this aspect of projectile motion. This was considered a preliminary assessment since 
variable such as friction and the projectile material properties require further investigation.  The FEM and 
JH-2 constitutive model with updated material properties predicted a wide range of soda-lime glass impact 
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1.1 Motivation and Need for Computational Impact Model 
 
Transparent armour (sometimes referred to as “bullet-resistant” glass) is used in armoured land vehicles to 
provide protection against ballistic impacts, while maintaining adequate visibility (Talladay et al., 2014). 
Modern transparent armour systems consist of multiple layers of transparent ceramic (e.g. soda-lime glass, 
borosilicate glass, ALON, sapphire, spinel) that disrupt the impacting projectile, and a spall layer (e.g. 
polycarbonate) that is used to contain the resulting debris (den Reijer, 1991). There are a wide range of 
transparent ceramic materials that can be used in the construction of transparent armour, however soda-
lime glass is commonly used due to the relatively low cost (Grujicic et al., 2012a), but often results in high 
mass due to the required material thickness (Strassburger, 2009). Therefore, there is a need to understand 
the ballistic performance of glass and to develop tools, such as finite element models, that may be used to 
inform optimization of transparent armour. 
 
To produce a robust model of soda-lime glass, experimental data is required to calibrate and validate 
computational models such that one can have confidence in the model to predict real world phenomena 
(ASME, 2006). There are two limitations with the available experimental data at the present time. First, 
there are few tests that study the damage progression of impacted planar targets. Although literature data 
that characterizes soda-lime glass under ballistic loading exists, the studies focus on non-planar targets, and 
do not present features typically seen in the impact of ceramic armour (e.g. fracture cones, radial cracks, 
edge cracks) (Sathananthan et al., 2019). When planar targets are studied in literature, they are often studied 
under some level of confinement, creating complex boundary conditions and making modelling of such 
tests difficult. Secondly, the tensile strength of soda-lime glass is heavily dependent on pre-existing flaws 
in the material and is not well defined in literature, with values ranging from 20 MPa to as high as 150 MPa 
(van der Velde, 2015). To effectively characterize soda-lime glass for a ballistic impact model, adequate 
experimental data is crucial to capture key failure and deformation mechanisms such that the modelled 
armoured systems behave in a realistic manner. 
 
Historically, the armour development process was labour intensive, requiring many iterations of designing 
and field-testing prototypes to produce suitable armour (Templeton et al., 2001). Computational models 
can be used to reduce the development time and development costs of transparent armour by assessing 
proposed armour designs computationally and thus reducing the number of field tests required (Templeton 
et al., 2001). In recent years, there have been some successes with using computational methods to model 
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the response of transparent armor in ballistic impact applications (Grujicic et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2015; 
Binar et al., 2018; Dorogoy et al., 2019), and even some success in using these models to aid in the 
development of transparent armour (Antoine et al., 2015). The goal of a ballistic ceramics model is to 
accurately predict how the ceramic will respond and fail under impact loading conditions, thereby 
predicting the kinematics of the projectile. Current ballistic models of soda-lime glass excel at capturing 
projectile kinematics and local pulverization of material (Anderson, 2007), a level of detail that may be 
sufficient to model single impacts. However, these models are often limited in their capability to capture 
many other damage features commonly observed in the impact of planar soda-lime glass targets that may 
be important for simulating multiple impacts on transparent armour. Multiple impacts are required in many 
test standards (e.g. NATO Standards Organization, 2011; Grujicic et al., 2012), and therefore optimization 
of transparent armour also needs to consider multiple impacts. 
 
1.2 Scope of Work and Objectives 
 
This study aims to develop and assess a computational model of soda-lime glass for ballistic applications. 
Before a model is produced and validated, experimental data is required to adequately characterize soda-
lime glass under ballistic impact conditions. The five (5) major objectives of the current study included: 
 
O1. Perform a literature review covering current ceramic test methods and modelling techniques pertaining 
to ballistic impact. 
O2. Gather sufficient material data (through O1 and additional experimental testing) to represent soda-lime 
glass in an existing constitutive model. 
O3. Assess and identify suitable numerical methods for simulating ballistic impact of glass. 
O4: Finalize constitutive model parameters for soda-lime glass. 
O5. Validate a soda-lime glass model for use in depth-of-penetration ballistic impact applications, using 
projectile kinematics as the metric of validation. 
 
Although the primary aim of this thesis was to develop and validate a ballistic model of soda-lime glass, 
this research study also developed tools and techniques that can be extended for use in the development and 





1.3 Structure of Thesis 
 
Chapter 2 reviews the current literature, surveying the current experimental and numerical techniques used 
to understand the ballistic impact of ceramics, and in particular, techniques used to characterize and model 
soda-lime glass, while identifying any limitations in the field where applicable (O1). 
 
Chapter 3 covers the experimental methods used in this study to bridge the gap in experimental data 
identified in Chapter 2,that are required to fully represent soda-lime glass under ballistic impact conditions. 
These experiments included measurement of the tensile strength of soda-lime glass at high deformation rate 
though a dynamic Brazilian splitting test, quantifying the rate of damage accumulation of glass through the 
sphere on glass tile tests, and assessing the ballistic performance of soda-lime glass using a depth-of-
penetration test. 
 
Chapter 4 presents the results from the experimental tests, as well as any limitations with the test 
methodologies. The data is presented such that it could be directly used to verify, calibrate and validate a 
ballistic model of soda-lime glass (O2). 
 
Chapter 5 details the numerical models used to develop and assess a ballistic model of soda-lime glass. This 
chapter only serves to describe the construction of the models, including specifics on the modelling 
techniques used in the study, model geometry, and material properties.  
 
Chapter 6 describes the application of the numerical models to meet the final three objectives of this study: 
to verify, calibrate and validate a ballistic model of soda lime glass (O3, O4 & O5).  Limitations of the 
current methodology are also identified, including limitations in the numerical methods implemented and 
the constitutive model used in this work. 
 






2. Literature Review 
 
2.1 Phenomenology of a Ballistic Impact on a Ceramic Target 
 
Ballistic impact is described by a free-flight projectile that uses kinetic energy to penetrate or perforate a 
target (Zukas, 2004), where the projectiles are much smaller than the targets (Naik, 2006). Ballistic impacts 
occur at high velocities ranging from few hundred metres per second for small arms fire (NATO Standards 
Organization, 2011) to several kilometres per second for shaped charges (Birkhoff, 1948). Upon impact, 
massive pressures are induced in the interacting materials with deformations at strain rates of up to 106 s-1 
at the point of impact and 102 s-1 in the surrounding regions (Sharpe, 2008). An impact can be described in 
three phases of response (Zukas, 2004) (Figure 1) initial impact generating high pressures and stresses in 
the materials in the first few microseconds after initial impact, local deformation where damage initiates 
and propagates away from the impact location up to tens of microseconds, and structural response 




Figure 1: Phases of response during a ballistic impact: initial, local and structure responses 
 
To understand the sequence of events that occur during a ballistic impact, consider a cylindrical projectile 
impacting a ceramic target (Figure 2A). When first contact is made at t0, stress waves initiate at the impact 
location and propagate through the target and projectile (initial loading). The stresses are compressive at 
the point of impact and can reach magnitudes on the order of gigapascals (Chaudri, 2015) (Figure 2B), 
while shear and tensile stress waves propagate across the adjacent free surface of the material. The 
initial impact
local deformation
structural responset + 100 μs
t + 25 μs





development of these stress waves result in local deformation of the target and projectile, leading to 
localized failure of the materials. 
 
 
Figure 2: Stages of damage progression in a ceramic during the local deformation phase. 
 
The tensile stresses at the surface of the target form shallow ring cracks that extend into the material at an 
angle ranging from 25°to 75° (Chaudri et al., 1978) (Figure 2C) eventually leading to a fracture cone. Under 
the point of impact, a fine network of pulverized or comminuted material is created through linking of 
micro-fractures (Figure 2C) and enables the target material to absorb large amounts of energy (Mescall, 
1983). At this point, the individual ring cracks have coalesced into a single fracture cone (Figure 2D) and 
the peak stresses in the target have been reached. Once the material under the point of impact has reached 
a fully comminuted state, it behaves like a granular material (Curran et al., 1994) and begins to flow around 
the projectile (Figure 2E), allowing the projectile to intrude or penetrate into the target. The target 
subsequently undergoes a structural response (Figure 2F) corresponding to large scale deformation.  
 
If the target is planar in nature (length and width much larger than the thickness), the target can experience 
high flexural stresses over the upper and lower surfaces, resulting in the formation of concentric cracks 
(Thornton et al., 1986) around the point of impact.  The bending stresses can also generate radial cracks 
(Thornton et al., 1986) that extend outwards from the point of impact to the extremities of the target (Figure 














t + 0.5 μs
C) Damage Initiation
t + 1 μs
D) Damage Propagation
t + 3 μs
E) Local Deformation
t + 25 μs
F) Structural Response
t + 100 μs
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3).  As the compressive stress waves reach the free surfaces of the target, the stress waves reflect in the 
opposite sense, resulting in a tensile release waves (Wilkins, 1978) and potentially internal rupture (spall) 
of the ceramic material, forming edge cracks. If the target is sufficiently damaged, the projectile will pass 
through the target, resulting in perforation. 
 
 
Figure 3: Features of planar impact damage typically seen during ballistic impact of ceramics 
 
2.2 Deformation and Failure Mechanisms in Ceramic Materials 
  
During a ballistic impact, materials may deform, damage and fail; and more than one failure mechanism 
may be active, making it difficult to associate a specific failure mechanism to the resultant kinematic 
behaviour of the projectile (Wilkins, 1987). The goal of a ballistic ceramics model is to predict how the 
ceramic will respond and fail under impact loading conditions, thereby predicting the kinematics of the 
projectile.  
 
The behaviour of brittle materials, such as ceramics, are heavily dependent on the distribution of flaws in 
the material (Griffith, 1920). These flaws act as points of failure through the promotion of crack growth. 
As a load is applied, small defects in the material provide points of crack initiation. Once cracks initiate, 
they will grow until they meet other cracks and combine (coalesce) (Rajendran & Bless, 1996). These 





following section; fracture (tension), comminution (compression) and plastic deformation (very high 
pressures). 
 
Under little or no hydrostatic pressure and at room temperature, ceramics behave as a brittle solid (i.e.: 
linear elastic until catastrophic failure) (Callister, 1991). If the tensile strength of the material is exceeded, 





 Equation 1 
 
where 𝛾 is the surface energy per unit area, KIC is the mode I fracture toughness of the material, 𝜌 is the 
material density and co is the longitudinal wave speed in the material. Under compressive stresses, cracks 
are constrained from extending. The applied compressive load must be overcome to continue to grow a 
crack perpendicular to direction of loading. However, further crack extension can still develop parallel to 
the direction of loading through the growth of wing cracks. Wing cracks are secondary cracks that propagate 
from pre-existing flaws and form parallel to the direction of loading (Cannon, 1990). Cracks formed in 
compression are diffuse resulting in pulverization of material (Shockey et al., 1990), unlike cracks in 
tension. Bulk crushing or pulverization of the material is also referred to as comminution. Grady (1983) 
proposed two conditions that govern tensile failure in brittle solids that are useful in understanding the 
comminution process. Grady’s first condition defines a zone of interaction that subdivides the material into 
regions that fail independently of one another and governs the maximum size of particles that can be formed 
during a given loading condition, where the size of these zones are inversely proportional to the strain rate. 
The second condition is an energy consideration that states that the total energy within one of these zones 
must exceed the fracture energy threshold of the material for fracture to initiate. This allows for the 
quantification of energy absorbed by the comminution process. The energy absorbed by a volume of 
comminuted material is inversely proportional to the particle size (more surfaces require more energy to 
form).  As the strain rate increases, the material produces finer fragments and results in the dissipation of 
more energy per unit volume. Thus, higher applied strain rates generally enable ceramics to absorb more 
energy via comminution.  
 
Once the material has reached a fully comminuted state, the damaged ceramic behaves as a granular 
material (Curran et al., 1994) where the primary deformation mechanisms are sliding and rotation of 
fragments.  The strength of granular materials comes from the friction between particles. Fully comminuted 
material also has the unusual quality of increasing in volume when subjected to shear deformations, referred 
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to as shear dilatancy, Reynold’s dilatancy (Nedderman, 2005) or material bulking (Rajendran & Bless, 
1996), (Johnson & Holmquist, 1995). When sheared, neighbouring particles must leave their fully 
consolidated state (most closely packed state), and “ride-up” against other particles (Curran et al., 1994) 
resulting in an expansion of the material. Rapid expansion can also be caused by the unloading of 
compressive stresses in a glass upon fracture (Johnson, 1992).  
 
True plastic deformation through slip systems in glass is only possible under large hydrostatic pressures 
that may be achieved in the early stages of a ballistic impact. This plastic deformation is highly dependent 
on the composition of the glass, with more plastic behaviour present in glasses with a higher impurity 
content (Hagan, 1983).  
 
2.3 Ceramic Material Test Methods and Constitutive Modeling 
 
Experimental data is required to determine material constitutive model parameters (characterize materials) 
and to validate numerical models (model validation) (ASME, 2006). Basic mechanical properties of soda-
lime glass (such as density and Young’s modulus) are typically agreed upon in literature (Table 1).  
 
 
Table 1: Material properties of soda-lime glass 
Property Units SLG 
Density g/cm3 2.50* 
Young's Modulus GPa 72.1* 
Poisson's Ratio - 0.222* 
Fracture Toughness MPa√m 0.7 – 0.8**  
  *Dannemann (2011)  
** Doremus (1976) 
 
2.3.1 Constitutive Modelling of Ceramics 
 
To model ceramics under ballistic impact conditions, a suitable constitutive model relating the material 
stress to material strain is required (Anderson et al., 1993). Ceramic constitutive models were introduced 
in the late 1960s, spurred on by a need for lightweight armor to defeat armour piercing projectiles 
(Anderson, 2007). The first ceramic constitutive model intended for ballistic impact applications was 
developed by Mark Wilkins (1968), was used to model thin ceramic tiles used in ceramic-metal laminates. 
The model incorporated tensile failure and a damage variable to track material failure. Since Wilkin’s 
model, a multitude of ceramic material models have been developed for ballistic impact applications.  
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There are four approaches used to model inelastic deformation and fracture in ceramics (Rajendran, 2002): 
an elastic-plastic model with softening based on a state variable (e.g. Wilkins 1968); an elastic model with 
a fracture mechanics (Griffth, 1920) based failure criterion (e.g Mescall and Tracey, 1984); a model based 
in micromechanics such as the Rajendran-Grove model (1994); or an elastic-plastic model with strength 
reduction based on accumulated damage (Johnson & Holmquist 1992). Wilkin’s original ceramics model 
was used to study the development of fracture cones (Anderson, 2007). The model employed a critical 
principal stress to determine the onset of failure, and a time delay to reach a fully failed state (fractured). 
Wilkin’s model was able to reproduce some impact phenomena; however, the model was heavily mesh 
dependent and required a very fine mesh to resolve the impact (40 zones across the radius of the projectile). 
Implementations of fracture mechanics based models using Griffith’s criterion to determine the initiation 
of discrete fracture of a ceramic under bi-axial loading by assuming an initial flaw distribution, allowing 
the model to predict many features of impact (Mescall and Tracey, 1984). However, these models have 
only been used to model discrete cracks (Rajendran, 1988) and not the comminution of material, a feature 
that accounts for a large portion of energy dissipation in ceramics (Haney & Subhash, 2012). 
Micromechanics based models, like the Rajendran-Grove model (1994) or the more recently Desphande-
Evans model (2008) use microphysical theories and analytical models to describe the deformation of the 
ceramic (Desphande et al., 2008). For example, in the Rajendran-Grove model, the total deformation is split 
up into two parts; the deformation of the matrix (elastic) and the deformation due to cracks sliding and 
opening (inelastic) with the cracking modelled using fracture mechanics principles (Rajendran, 1996). 
These models capture some physical phenomena; however, these models are computationally expensive 
(Desphande et al., 2008) and historically have not performed as well as phenomenological ceramics models 
(Templeton, 2001). 
 
A ceramic constitutive model should predict the material stress-strain response and damage over a broad 
range of conditions using one set of material parameters. Phenomenological models such as the Johnson-
Holmquist ceramics model, have been successfully been applied to a variety of impact scenarios (Anderson 
2007).  The JH-1 (Johnson & Holmquist, 1992) model accounted for many features of ceramic materials 
such as pressure-dependent yielding, damage accumulation, material bulking and strain rate dependency 
seen in some ceramics (see section 2.3). The JH-2 model incorporated gradual reduction of strength from 
intact to fractured material states, and a normalized form of the intact and damage strength curves (Johnson 
& Holmquist, 1994). The JH-2 model has many parameters that can be determined through direct 
experimentation, but some parameters, such as the failed material strength (B, m, SFmax, Equation 5) and 
the damage parameters (D1, D2, Equation 7), have historically been determined through inverse methods 
to match a set of calibration experiments (Holmquist et al., 1995). The second iteration of the Johnson-
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Holmquist model (JH-2) model is implemented in several commercial FE codes (e.g. LS-DYNA) and 
material parameters are available for a number of ceramic materials (Cronin et al. 2003).  
 
The JH-2 model incorporates four ceramic response features: a yield function dependent on pressure and 
strain-rate; a pressure dependent damage model; an equation of state; and a bulking mechanism that returns 
internal energy back into pressure as an element accumulates damage (Figure 4). 
 
Figure 4: Strength and damage curves implemented in the JH-2 model 
 
The yield strength (𝜎-) is scaled by the equivalent stress at the HEL (the SHEL): 
 
𝜎- = 𝑆𝐻𝐸𝐿 ∗	𝜎-∗ Equation 2 
 
The normalized yield strength is calculated using the following equation: 
𝜎-∗ = 𝜎3∗ − 𝐷6𝜎3∗ − 𝜎7∗8 Equation 3 
 
where 	𝜎3∗ is the normalized intact strength, 𝜎7∗ is the normalized fractured strength, D is the damage 
accumulated and 𝜎∗ is the normalized yield strength.  The intact and damaged strengths are defined by the 
following equations: 
𝜎3∗ = 𝐴(𝑃∗ + 𝑇∗)?(1 + 𝐶 ln 𝜀̇∗) Equation 4 
𝜎7∗ = 𝐵(𝑃∗)G(1 + 𝐶 ln 𝜀∗̇) Equation 5 
 
where A, N and T define the intact material curve, B and M define the fractured material curve and C and 










































SFmax, a behaviour that is seen in some materials, like soda lime glass (Dannemann, 2011). The strain rate 
𝜀∗̇ is normalized by a reference strain rate. P* and T* are the normalized hydrostatic pressure and hydrostatic 
tensile pressure to failure (constant) respectively. 
 







J  Equation 6 
 
where ∆𝜀J
KL is the plastic strain increment and 𝜀7




J = 	𝐷M(𝑃∗ + 𝑇∗)NO Equation 7 
 
where D1 and D2 are material specific parameters that control the pressure dependence of the fracture 
strain. The last two features of the JH-2 model are the equation of state and material bulking. The equation 
of state before damage begins to accumulate is defined by the following: 
 
𝑃 = 	𝐾1𝜇 + 𝐾2𝜇' + 𝐾3𝜇R Equation 8 
 
where K1, K2, and K3 are material constants. For when the material is in net tension (pressure less than 
zero), the K2 and K3 terms are set to zero. Once the material begins to accumulate damage, a pressure 
increment is added to the equation of state: 
 





2.3.2 Pressure-Strength Tests 
 
The strength of ceramic materials is heavily dependent on the distribution of flaws in the material, and 
failure initiation at these flaws is influenced by pressure. To determine the pressure dependence of strength 
in ceramics, the strength is measured at various hydrostatic pressures (also referred to as a confining 
pressure). Typically, samples are either confined mechanically or hydraulically (Dannemann, 2011). 
 
Under mechanical confinement, a cylindrical metal sleeve is placed around a cylindrical sample (Figure 5). 
The ceramic sample is then placed in compression. By measuring the strains at the surface of the metal 
confining sleeve, the stresses in the sleeve (and by extension, the stresses in the sample) can be determined. 
Once sample stresses are determined, the confining pressure can be calculated. 
 
Figure 5: A mechanically confined compression test 
 
Under hydraulic confinement, a cylindrical sample is surrounded by a pressurized chamber, typically filled 
with hydraulic fluid. The chamber is then pressurized and the sample is compressed along the axis (Figure 
6). The confining pressure can be determined using the hydraulic pressure and the applied load.  
 
Figure 6: A hydraulically confined compression test 
 
Dannemann et al. (2011) conducted a series of confined compression experiments on SLG and borosilicate 
glass. The confined compression experiments were primarily conducted at quasi-static rates. The quasi-
static tests used cylindrical samples 6 mm in diameter and 12 mm in length made of soda lime glass. These 
samples precisely ground to the final dimensions, having a surface finish of 80-50 scratch-dig (a description 










The cylindrical samples were confined around their circumference and compressed along their axis. Two 
methods of confinement were used depending on the initial confining pressure. Hydraulic confinement was 
used to measure material strength under 10, 50, 100, 250, 400 and 500 MPa of initial confining pressure 
(Figure 6). For higher pressures, the sample was mechanically confined (Figure 5) (Dannemann et al., 
2011). Load cells were placed between the sample and the platens to directly measure the applied forces. 
Extensometers were placed on the samples to measure axial strain. This setup was used to measure axial 
force versus displacement (Figure 7). Using the confinement pressure and axial force, the equivalent stress 
could be determined. Pre-damaged samples were also tested. The samples were pre-damaged using a 
thermal shock process where the samples were heated to 500oC in a resistance tube furnace and twice 
quenched in an ice bath (Dannemann et al., 2011).  
 
 
Figure 7: Schematic of measured stress-strain data used to generate material strength curves 
(Dannemann, 2011) 
 
Both the undamaged soda-lime glass samples and the pre-damaged soda-lime glass samples failed 
differently in the tests Intact samples under low confining pressures (100 – 250 MPa) failed in a brittle-
elastic manner, presenting fully elastic behaviour until catastrophic failure. Pre-damaged samples failed in 
a more complex manner (Figure 7). The samples failed over three phases of response: elastic loading (1) 
where the sample behaved elastically with a stiffness lower than an undamaged sample; material damage 
(2) where the maximum strength of the material decreased in a controlled manner until it reached a state of 
complete comminution, and finally a fully damaged state (3) where the sample maintained a constant 
strength with increasing strain. 
 
If a material is well behaved, it may be possible to determine pressure-strength dependence with relatively 




































to determine materials parameters of SLG for the JH-2 model (Table 2). These parameters are commonly 
cited in literature (Zhang, 2015). The tests assessed material strength over a wide range of strains, strain 
rates and pressures (Johnson & Holmquist, 1995). There were relatively few tests performed, with 11 quasi-
static compression and tension tests performed by Johnson and Holmquist (1995), three flyer plate impact 
tests to determine the equation of state and 2 depth of penetration tests performed by Anderson (1993). The 
quasi-static tension and compression tests were used to fit the intact material strength (A, N). T was 
extrapolated by determining when the intact strength curve intersected the pressure axis. The intermediate 
rate compression tests were used to assess the strain rate coefficient, C. The fractured strength terms (B, m, 
SFMAX) and damage evolution terms (D1 and D2) were iteratively determined using the depth of penetration 
experiments performed by Anderson (1993). 
 
Table 2: Summary of Johnson & Holmquist Tests (Adapted from Johnson & Holmquist 1995) 

















1 Compression 0 0 -1.12 0 1.12 0.37 0.001 
2 Compression 0 0 -0.92 0 0.92 0.31 0.001 
3 Compression 0 0 -1.17 0 1.17 0.39 0.001 
4 Compression 0 0 -0.88 0 0.88 0.29 0.001 
5 Compression 0 0 -0.149 0 1.45 0.48 250 
6 Compression 0 0 -1.1 0 1.1 0.37 250 
7 Compression 0 0 -1.05 0 1.05 0.35 250 
8 Compression 0 0 -1 0 1 0.33 250 
9 Tension 0.16 -0.48 0 0 0.42 0.11 0.001 
10 Tension 0.17 -0.52 0 0 0.46 0.12 0.001 
11 Tension 0.12 -0.35 0 0 0.31 0.08 0.001 
Flyer Plate Tests 
Test  
Number Description 











12 Flyer Plate 5.95 2718 -0.069 11.46 3285 -0.32 105 
13 Flyer Plate 5.95 2718 -0.069 14.25 3408 -0.258 105 
14 Flyer Plate 5.95 2718 -0.069 18.76 3617 -0.301 105 






 (P, mm) P/L 
15 Depth of Penetration 1250 129 1.78 




2.3.3 Tensile Strength Tests 
 
The tensile strength of ceramic materials depends on the size and distribution of flaws within the material. 
Some of these flaws can be introduced during the manufacturing process. Flat glass, typically used in 
windows, is produced using the float process, where a ribbon of molten glass is floated along a bath of 
molten tin and allowed to cool (Pilkington, 1969). There are many types of defects that can form in the float 
process such as bubbles, inclusions, cracks, tin contamination and material inhomogeneity (Liu et al., 2011), 
three of which can be considered flaws (bubbles, inclusions and cracks). Tin contamination has not shown 
to have an effect on ballistic performance of glass (Grujicic et al., 2012b), however the effect on tensile 
strength is not fully quantified. Inhomogeneties in material composition (Wereszczak and Anderson, 2014) 
and internal stresses (Vivek and Ramesh, 2015) produced in the float process are typically minor. The 
surface condition of the sample can also play a role in material strength (Holmquist et al., 2017), and poor 
surface finish control can result in higher variability in results (ASTM, 2018) and this make tensile testing 
of ceramics difficult. Four tests to determine ceramic tensile strength are often reported in literature: the 
uniaxial tension test; the three-point bending test, the indentation test and the Brazilian (diametral splitting) 
test (Figure 8). 
 
Figure 8: Various ceramic tensile test methods (loading and sample geometry) 
 
Uniaxial tensile tests are a staple of mechanical stress-strain testing (Callister, 1991). The key advantage of 
a uniaxial tension test is that the sample is in a simple stress state (uniaxial tension) and the tensile strength 
of the material can be determined directly. Tensile test samples are generally cylindrical and taper to a 
specific gauge length at the centre (ASTM, 2018).  However, preparing samples for direct (uniaxial) tension 
testing of brittle materials, like ceramics, is often challenging since ceramics cannot be machined through 
conventional methods (Berenbaum et al., 1958). Samples must be gripped using special collets to avoid 
contact stresses that could result in crack initiation and fracture at the grips (ASTM, 2018). There are also 
tight restrictions on surface finish, requiring average roughness values of on the submicron level (0.2 – 







Another test to determine the tensile strength of a material is a three-point bend test (Callister, 1991). In a 
bend test, a length of ceramic material is bent, placing the surface opposite to the point of loading in tension.  
The stresses in the sample will not be purely uniaxial tension; however, the stresses at the point of failure 
can be determined using beam theory (Callister, 1991). The key advantage of the bend test is that is simple 
to perform and analyze. However, bend tests tend to over predict the tensile strength of the material, 
sometimes by a factor of two or more depending on the surface condition of the sample (Berenbaum et al., 
1958). 
 
The indentation test is an indirect method of measuring the tensile strength of brittle materials (Berenbaum 
et al., 1958). A square sample is indented (or compressed) between two indenters on opposite sides. The 
applied indentation load induces a complex stress field in the material and results in a tensile stress at the 
centre of the sample. However, if the test is improperly performed, contact stresses can cause fracture at 
the point of indentation, and lead to spurious results. The test methodology is straight forward, but the 
analysis can become quite complex (Iyengar et al., 1961). 
 
The diametral splitting test (Brazilian test) is another indirect method of measuring the tensile strength of 
the ceramic (Akazawa, 1943; Caneiro, 1943). A cylindrical sample is loaded along the diameter. The 
compressive stress induces an internal tensile stress perpendicular to the axis of loading along the diameter 





				 Equation 10 
 
where P is the applied load, D is the diameter of the sample, T is the thickness of the cylinder, and σpeak is 
the peak tensile strength of the sample. The principal stress along the diameter of the sample is of constant 
magnitude unless very close to the contact interface (Bernbaum et al., 1958), making the analysis of the 
tests easier than for the indentation test. To ensure repeatable results, faces of the sample should be flat 
(within 0.25 mm) and edges should be parallel to 0.25o (Ulusay and Hudson, 2007). 
 
2.3.4 High Deformation Rate Testing of Ceramic Materials 
 
A defining feature of ballistic impacts is that loading occurs under high strain rates. Although the material 
directly under the point of impact may experience strain rates in excess of 105 – 106 s-1, much of the target 
will experience much lower rates of loading (~ 102 s-1) (Sharpe, 2008). Loading greater than 102 s-1 can be 
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achieved by the use of a split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) apparatus (Gama et al., 2004). The apparatus 
consists of three long cylindrical bars (Kolsky, 1949) (Figure 9). A test specimen is placed between the 
incident and the transmitter bar. In a modern Hopkinson bar setup, strain gauges are located at the middle 
of each bar to record axial strains during the experiment (Gama et al., 2004). These strains are used to 
determine the stress-strain response of the specimen. During the test, the striker bar is accelerated and 
impacts the incident bar, sending a longitudinal stress wave travelling down the length of the incident bar 
(Figure 9).  
 
Figure 9: Split Hopkinson pressure bar setup with wave diagram (Adapted from Sharpe, 2008) 
 
There are a few requirements to have successfully performed a Hopkinson bar test such as maintaining one-
dimensional loading in the bars, maintaining one-dimensional loading in the sample, eliminating spurious 
wave reflections and reaching dynamic equilibrium in the sample. To maintain one dimensional loading in 
the bars, all bar lengths should be about 100 times longer than their diameters (Sharpe, 2008). Generally, 
longitudinal waves in the apparatus disperse as they travel through the bar a phenomenon that is dependent 
on the frequency of the input and referred to as Pochammer-Chree oscillations (Davies, 1948).  However, 
these effects are negligible in metal bars. 
 
Any friction at the interfaces will apply a radial load to the sample, taking the sample out of uniaxial 
compression and results in an artificially stiff response (Bertholf et al., 1975). To mitigate these effects, the 
surfaces of the samples should be well lubricated and the sample diameter should be approximately equal 









stresses (Gorham, 1989). To ensure uniaxial loading in the sample, friction and inertial loads should be 
minimized. 
 
The impedance of the sample should be similar to that of the bars to reduce material impedance mismatch 
that can result in spurious wave reflections during testing resulting in noisy data (Davies, 1948). The sample 
diameters should be 2-4 times smaller than the bars to produce a geometric impedance mismatch to keep 
the sample in compression throughout the loading process (Sharpe, 2008). Bars typically range from 7-25 
mm in diameter, as larger bars require more energy to launch the striker. Larger sample to bar ratios can be 
used to increase the impedance mismatch and test harder materials, if required (Sharpe, 2008). 
 
There are a set of equations that can be used to analyze a Hopkinson bar impact using only the measured 
strains (Sharpe, 2008). These equations are derived from 1D elastic wave mechanics and conservation laws. 
There are two boundary constraints on the sample, at the incident bar (interface 1) and transmitted bar 
(interface 2) (Figure 10). As long as the bars remain in contact with the sample, the kinematics of the sample 
can be determined. 
 
Figure 10: Hopkinson bar-sample interface detail 
 
The force generated at each interface can be determined using the strains, elastic properties and cross-
sectional areas of the bars: 
P1 = EbAb (εI + εR) Equation 11  
P2 = EbAb (εT) Equation 12 
 
If the forces at each end of the bar are equal (P1 = P2) the sample is considered to be in dynamic equilibrium, 
a condition that is required for a successful Hopkinson bar test (Davies, 1948). Since the sample is loaded 
from interface 1 and has a finite wave speed, it takes time for the forces to propagate from one end to the 
other, so there is a non-zero time required for the sample to reach dynamic equilibrium. Force equilibrium 
is required to ensure the transmitter bar represents the stress in the sample. Previous work by Davies and 
Hunter (1963) in metals show that it requires at least three wave reflections to achieve dynamic equilibrium 









It is also possible to modify the Hopkinson bar test such that it can be used to measure tensile strengths. 
For example, Scapin et al. (2017) have used the Hopkinson bar to load a cylindrical sample along the axis 
of the sample, much like the diametral compression test configuration, to determine the tensile strength of 
ceramic materials at high rates with some success (variability experimental data on the order of ± 15%). 
 
2.3.5 Direct Impact Tests 
 
Direct impact tests are used to study the phenomena that occur during ballistic impact (Sharpe, 2008). These 
tests are often simplified cases of real-world ballistic impacts and use simplified geometries, materials 
and/or boundary conditions. Some ballistic impact tests are performed to study the propagation of damage 
in a material after an impact. One common test format is to strike one end of a ceramic sample and record 
damage propagation through the sample using some form of high speed imaging. Some examples include; 
Taylor impacts of glass rods (Willmott & Radford, 2005), edge on impact of glass tiles (Grujicic et al., 
2009) and rod end impacts (Haney & Subhash, 2012). These tests excel at quantifying bulk material damage 
over time. They use simple boundary conditions and only require one or two material models. The projectile 
is usually intact after impact, making modelling of these tests straightforward. The key disadvantage of 
these tests is that they do not present features found in the impact of planar targets (such as the formation 
of a fracture cone, radial cracks, or concentric cracks). Other experiments focus on the impact of planar 
targets. These tests often involve a constrained or semi-constrained transparent laminate impacted by a 
projectile. Some examples for glass include the ballistic testing of multi-layer laminate systems with armour 
piercing projectiles (Strassburger, 2009), measurement of damage velocities in impacts of transparent armor 
using a cone point projectile surrogate and ceramic and polycarbonate bi-laminates (Anderson 2014), depth 
of penetration testing using glass tiles (Hazell, 2010) or the study of failure initiation during the impact of 
metal spheres on confined ceramic targets (Compton et al, 2013). These tests can produce a wealth damage 
propagation data as well as information on ballistic performance. However, these tests all incorporate some 
level of ceramic confinement, making analysis of the tests more difficult compared to an unconfined impact, 
due to the uncertainty of the boundary conditions An ideal test to study the propagation of damage in 
ceramics would be simple to model, requiring few material models and straight forward boundary 
conditions. The test should also be able to reproduce features found in planar impact such as formation of 
a fracture cone, radial cracks, and concentric cracks as well as comminution near the zone of impact and 
the propagation of damage and penetration at higher velocities.   
 
There are also ballistic impact tests strictly used to study the ability of ceramics to stop oncoming 
projectiles. Depth of penetration (DOP) testing is a direct impact experiment often used to compare the 
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ballistic efficiency of ceramic materials (Rosenberg et al., 1988). In the depth of penetration tests, ceramic 
targets are affixed to a ductile backing material and impacted with a projectile. The resulting depth of 
penetration into the backing material (r) can be measured and compared to the depth of penetration of a test 
performed with the backing alone (x) (Figure 11).  
 
 
Figure 11: Depth of penetration test; backing only (left), armour test (right) 
 
The tests were originally developed by Rosenberg et al. (1988) as a method to suppress tensile stresses that 
developed when impacting unsupported thin ceramic tiles. This is important as the full strength of a ceramic 
cannot be fully quantified without some level of confinement (Walley, 2010). This simple test is well 
established in literature and often used to characterize ceramic materials under ballistic loading conditions 
(Walley, 2010). 
 
The depth of penetration test is a relatively low cost method to establish a performance criterion for ceramic, 
when compared to v50 testing, a common test method for armour systems (Hazell, 2010).  It was empirically 
shown that the ballistic efficiency of a tile was independent of the thickness, except for very thin tiles (less 
than ½ of the projectile diameter) (Rosenberg et al., 1988). Using the ballistic efficiency, direct comparisons 
between ceramic materials can be made for a given backing material.  
 
2.4 Numerical Modelling of Ceramics under Ballistic Impact Conditions 
 
Numerical models can assist in the development and optimization of transparent armour by reducing the 
amount of ballistic testing required in the design process (Templeton, 2001). Ballistic models are solved 
using computer codes and specific numerical methods to approximate solutions to analytical problems 






1. Development of a model 
2. Formulation of the governing equations 
3. Discretization of the equations 
4. Solution of the equations 
5. Interpretation of the results 
 
The analyst is responsible for the development of the model (constitutive model, geometry, placement of 
boundary conditions, etc.) and interpreting the results (steps 1 & 5). Although the solver is responsible for 
the discretization of equations, the analyst has some options available for how the problem should be 
discretized.  
 
2.4.1 Numerical Modeling and Discretization Methods 
 
To solve analytical problems through numerical methods, the problem must be discretized (Belytschko, 
2006). A continuum body contains an infinite number of points, and to solve for the field variable at an 
infinite number of points would be computationally impossible. Discretization is the process where a 
continuous body is subdivided into a discrete or finite set of points.  
 
Finite element method using Hexahedral Solid Elements 
 
An eight node hexahedral solid element (or brick element or hex element) is a common method of 
discretizing a three dimensional solid. Hexahedral elements were developed in the mid-70s (Wilkins, 1974) 
to study solid mechanics and gas dynamics problems in three dimensions and are often used in finite 
element analysis. The finite element method is commonly used in the modelling of ballistic impacts of glass 
(Grujicic et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2015; Binar et al., 2018; Dorogoy et al., 2019). The adaptability and 
widespread use of the finite element method make it a prime candidate for modelling ballistic impact.  
 
However, the finite element method is not well suited to high deformations that may occur in ballistic 
impact problems. FEM uses a fixed connectivity between nodes, and large deformations can result in mesh 
entanglement (Johnson, 2011; Kupchella, 2015) and element inversion. FEM also uses shape functions to 
interpolate for values between nodes that become less accurate with increasing levels of deformation 
(Salagame & Belegundu, 1994). Simulation time steps (and therefore simulation runtimes) are directly 
related to the size of elements (Hallquist, 2006), so excessive deformation leading to small element edge 
lengths can also result in prohibitively long runtimes. To overcome these limitations and to incorporate 
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material failure, many ballistic models employ element erosion techniques. Element erosion is a method 
used to simulate material failure in finite element models (Kuna, 2013). Element erosion is also desirable 
when elements become highly distorted, resulting in prolonged simulation runtimes (Cronin et al., 2003). 
When a specified threshold is exceeded (e.g. exceeding a critical plastic strain), the element is removed 
from the calculation. However, this process is element-size dependent and requires mesh regularization for 
a specific element size (Schwer, 2010). Lower erosion strains (or premature removal of elements) can lead 
to erroneous results and increased mesh sensitivity (Cronin et al., 2003).   
 
Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics 
 
Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) is a mesh-free discretization method. Smooth Particle 
Hydrodynamics was developed in the mid-70s by both Lucy (1977), and Gingold & Monaghan (1977) to 
study astrophysics problems. SPH has since been extended to model hydrodynamic impacts (Libersky et 
al., 1997), where pressures exceed the material strength and the material begins to flow, typically occurring 
above 3 km/s (Zukas, 2004). The interpolation and connectivity between particles are determined at every 
time step with no fixed connectivity between particles (Hallquist, 2006). Because of this, particles are free 
to move around without risk of entanglement. This alleviates one of the major issues finite elements have 
with large deformation problems. Due to the bounded smoothing length (and therefore calculation time 
step), SPH does not suffer as much with respect to runtimes by large deformations (Hallquist, 2006). This 
makes SPH ideal for problems with large material deformations like those seen in ballistic impact. 
However, SPH is susceptible to tensile instabilities, a numerical artifact that may result in artificial 
clumping or fragmentation of particles (Monaghan, 1999). SPH is still in development in some explicit 
dynamics codes such as LS-DYNA, and therefore features like the handling of contact and how symmetry 





The Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) method is a discretization method where the interpolation of the field 
variable is performed using a moving least squares method over a finite domain. EFG was first proposed 
by Belytschko et al. (1994) as an alternative to the standard finite element approach with the intent of 
overcoming some of the limitations that a finite element mesh produced, like the need to mesh geometry (a 
time intensive process). Due to the use of a least squares fit to interpolate, EFG is able to capture very high 
stress gradients (Belytschko et al., 1994), making it ideal for ballistic impact problems. The ability to 
capture very large stress gradients also allows EFG to converge much faster than a standard finite element 
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model (Belytschko et al., 1994). It can also be coded such that the interpolation domain can account for 
cracks and exclude nodes from calculation, allowing for better handling of discontinuities (Belytschko et 
al., 1994). Due to the mesh-free nature of EFG, it can undergo large deformations often seen in ballistic 
impact problems without numerical instabilities. However, this approach has not seen widespread use in 
ballistic impact modelling due to the fact it is a fairly new method (proposed in 1994) and is relatively 
resource intensive with respect to computation time and memory required to perform an analysis (Hu et al., 
2016). 
 
2.4.2 Discretization Error and Model Assessment 
 
Discretization of a continuous body (regardless of the method) is an approximation, and this approximation 
can result in discretization error (Hutton, 2004). Discretization error is a source of numerical error that is 
the result of expressing a continuous problem as a discrete one. Element size has a significant effect on the 
ability of a computational model to predict projectile kinematics (Kaufmann 2004; Schwer 2009; Dorogoy 
et al., 2011). These errors are present in all numerical analysis, and their effects can be estimated using a 
grid convergence index.  
 
The grid convergence index (GCI) was first proposed by Roache (1994) as a standardized method to 
quantify uncertainty in models and is based on the Richardson extrapolation. The method requires at least 
two levels of mesh refinement, usually denoted by h1 (fine mesh) and h2 (medium mesh), where h is some 
characteristic length associated with the mesh. A parameter of interest, f, is computed using both the fine 
mesh (f1) and medium mesh (f2). The converged solution can be approximated by the following: 
 





where r is the grid refinement ratio, r (h2 / h1). If a third level of refinement (coarse mesh) with mesh length 
h3 and solution f3 is calculated, the observed rate of convergence (p) can be determined by using the 
following equation: 
𝑝	 =





Note that this equation requires the same grid refinement ratio (r) for all three meshes. Small grid refinement 
ratios (like r = 1.1) result in large errors in the estimate (on the order of 15%), so larger values are 
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recommended (typically 2.0) (Roache, 1994). The GCI is an estimate of error using the Richardson 
extrapolation and is an indication of how close the calculated solution is to the estimated converged solution 
(Slater, 2008). A GCI can be calculated using the parameter of interest from the fine and medium meshes 
(GCI12) and the medium and coarse meshes (GCI23): 
 
𝐺𝐶𝐼 = 	 |e|(fg	hM), 𝜀M' = 	
𝑓' − 𝑓M
𝑓M





where 𝜀M' and 	𝜀'R are the respective error calculations for GCI12 and GCI23. If the solution is in the range 
of convergence, the error should converge such that: 
 
GCI23 = rp GCI12  
 
Using these tools, one can estimate the error associated with the discretization of a continuous problem. 
However, discretization error is only one source of modelling error. Unfortunately, not all sources of 
modelling error can be quantified as directly as discretization error. To have confidence in a numerical 
model, the model must be assessed against experimental data. The primary goal of assessing a model is to 
build confidence in the ability of the model to predict real world phenomena (ASME, 2006) through 
verification and validation. Verification is the process that is used to establish that a computer model 
interpretation of a mathematical model is correct. Validation confirms than the mathematical model used 
appropriately captures the phenomena required to accurately predict a system to the level of detail that is 
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3. Experimental Methods 
 
To assist in the development and validation of a ballistic model of soda-lime glass, three experimental tests 
were conducted. First, a sphere on glass tile ballistic impact test was performed to characterize the dynamic 
failure in planar targets of soda-lime glass over a range of impact velocities. Second, a dynamic Brazilian 
test was conducted to measure the tensile strength of the soda lime glass under high rates of loading, a 
parameter that is not well defined in literature (van der Velde, 2015). Finally, a depth of penetration test 
was used to assess the ballistic performance (ability to resist perforation by an oncoming projectile) of soda-
lime glass. 
 
3.1 Sphere on Glass Tile Tests 
 
The sphere on glass tile ballistic tests were performed at DRDC Valcartier. Hardened steel ball bearings 
(projectiles), 6.35 mm (¼”) in diameter were contained in a sabot and accelerated using a fixed barrel, 
universal receiver setup (Figure 13). The targets were square, untreated, soda-lime glass tiles (Starphire, 
PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh PA) with dimensions of 101.6 x 101.6 x 12 mm (30.24 kg/m2 areal density). 
A tile thickness of 12 mm was used because it was on the same order of magnitude as the diameter of many 
projectiles of interest, and similar to the thickness of a single layer of glass that may be used in fielded 
armor systems (Weinhold, 2013). The tiles were placed on a test bench perpendicular to the projectile path, 
and a small amount of ballistic clay was applied to position the tile and ensure the tiles were level while not 
interfering with the response of the tile. Three test repeats were performed at each impact velocity: 100 m/s, 
200 m/s, 300 m/s, 500 m/s, 550 m/s, 650 m/s, and 800 m/s (Table 3).  
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The impacts were recorded by two high speed cameras that were triggered by a light screen (Figure 14). 
The primary camera (Camera A, Fastcam SA-Z Model 2100K-M-8GB, IMAGICA Robot Holdings, Inc. 
(Photron), Tokyo, Japan) was set to a frame rate of 35 000 frames per second with a resolution of 1024x576 
pixels to track the projectile. Camera A was placed orthogonal to the line of impact (Figure 14). The second 
camera (Camera B, Hypervison, Shimadzu Corp, Kyoto, Japan) was used to record damage propagation in 
the glass from a rear view of the target.  
 
 
Figure 14: A schematic view of the sphere on glass tile experimental setup 
A
Camera B – 1000K FPS
Damage Propagation






Glass Tile Dimensions: 101.6 x 101.6 x 12mm
Steel Ball Bearing ø:  6.35mm







Camera A: Fastcam SA-Z Model: 2100K-M-8GB




Camera B was placed behind the target with respect to the point of impact and at a slight angle to allow for 
better visibility (the bullet trap was placed directly behind the target) and to prevent damage to the camera. 
Camera B was set to record with a frame rate of 1 000 000 frames per second and an effective resolution of 
240 x 240 pixels (cropped from 400 x 250). Kinematic data, including projectile velocities and damage 
propagation velocities were obtained using a video analysis tool (Tracker, Open Source Physics). 
 
3.2.1 Projectile Kinematics 
 
To determine the projectile velocity, a single point on the sphere was tracked (Camera A, Figure 15). The 
diameter of the sphere and thickness of the tile were used for length calibration. This calibration was further 
verified by comparing the tracked projectile velocities with measured velocities from the light screens, all 
of which were in good agreement. 
 
 
Figure 15: Tracking the position of the projectile over time using Tracker (100 m/s impact, Camera A). 
 
The derivative of the displacement versus time data was taken to determine the projectile velocity. The 
initial and residual velocities were determined by finding the average velocity before and after the impact 




Figure 16: Exemplar displacement-time data for initial and final projectile velocity (100 m/s impact 
velocity) 
3.2.2 Features of Impact 
 
Six features of impact were consistently observed in the tests, categorized as: discrete fracture (fracture 
cone, radial cracks, concentric cracks, edge cracks); material comminution; and perforation of the tile. 
Camera B was used to track damage in the tile over time including discrete cracks and comminution. The 
damage features were measured at 250 μs after impact, well after the damage front had stopped progressing 
(50 μs after impact). This study did not consider the damage accumulated during gross motion of the tile, a 
process that took place later in time.  
 
3.2.3 Damage Front Tracking 
 
Damage propagation was tracked using video from Camera B (Figure 17). To facilitate proper visualization 
of damage in the tile, a contrast sheet (white paper) was placed between the gas gun and the target. A 
rectangular window was cut in the contrast sheet to allow the projectile to pass without tearing the sheet 
and obscuring the view (Figure 17). For the purposes of this study, the damage front was defined as the 
edge of damaged material (the boundary between visibly damaged and undamaged material, Figure 17) that 
originated from the point of impact. The damage front was tracked in the one direction (vertical) since this 
provided the best contrast. The damage front was confirmed to be approximately circular by tracking 
damage at 45⁰ intervals for a representative case (100 m/s), with a variation of 3-7% of the radius (standard 
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deviation in the radius varying from 1.6 mm - 3.4 mm over the impact event). Thus, it was deemed 
acceptable to measure the damage front in the vertical direction for the rest of the experiments. 
 
 









3.2 Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar Tests 
 
The split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) tests were performed at the University of Waterloo (Figure 18). 
The apparatus used three bars: a striker bar, an incident bar and a transmitted bar (Figure 19).  
 
 
Figure 18: Split Hopkinson pressure bar Apparatus experimental setup 
 
Strain gauges (1000 ohm) were applied to both the incident and transmitted bar at the midpoint of their 
spans (Figure 19). The gauges were connected to a signal amplifier (Vishay 2210B Conditioning 
Amplifier), and data was recorded using a data acquisition system (DAC) (National Instruments BNC-
2110). Data was collected at 1 MHz and was unfiltered. Data collection was triggered using the rising edge 





Figure 19: A schematic view of the split Hopkinson pressure bar apparatus 
 
Two tests were performed: a diametral compression test (Brazilian), where a cylindrical sample was placed 
perpendicular to the axis of the bar, and a direct compression test, where a cylindrical sample was placed 
parallel to the axis of the bar (Table 4, Figure 20). Consumable shims, nominally 4 mm in thickness and 
25.4 mm (1”) in diameter, and made of aluminum (6061-T6) were placed between the bars and the glass 
samples to prevent marring of the bar ends during testing. The shims were not fixed in any way; however, 
a light coating of petroleum jelly (Vaseline) ensured the shims remained in place for the duration of the 
tests. For the diametral compression tests, aluminum bars (6061-T6) were used as to match the impedance 
of the soda-lime glass samples and reduce spurious wave reflections. For the direct compression samples, 
aluminium bars did not provide enough force to initiate failure in the samples, so maraging steel (Vascomax 
C350) bars were used in place of aluminum. 
 
Table 4: Test matrix for Hopkinson bar testing 
Test Series Sample Geometry Material Striker Pressure   
Test 
Repeats 
Dynamic Brazilian Ø 13 mm T 12.54mm 
SLSG 
600 mm 
Aluminum 25 psi 15 
Direct Compression Ø 13 mm T 12.54mm 
600 mm 















Figure 20: A schematic view of the diametral splitting test (top) and direct compression test (bottom) 
performed on the SHPB apparatus 
 
The test samples were made of soda-lime glass and were nominally 13 mm in diameter and 12.46 mm thick. 
They were cut from 12 mm sheets of glass material to ensure that the samples were representative of the 
ceramic tiles used in other rounds of testing. All glass samples were provided by Prelco. The SLG samples 




Figure 21: SLG samples pre (left) and post (right) grinding. 
 
Although the grinding process removed the ridge on the samples, there was still a minor variation in 
diameter of the samples. To characterize the variation in diameter, two measurements were taken along the 
diameter of the sample at 90° to one another. Most samples had a variation in diameter of less than 50 μm; 
however, some samples had a minor variation (50 μm – 200 μm) or major variation (> 200 μm) in diameter 
(Figure 22). All samples were tested regardless the degree of diameter variation. 
diametral splitting
v vincident bar transmitted barsample
shim shim
direct compression





Figure 22: Variation in diameter in cylindrical SLG SHPB test samples 
 
All tests were recorded with a high speed video camera (Shimadzu Hypervision HPV-X), at one million 
frames per second and a macro lens. The camera was triggered using the incident bar strain gauge signal, 
fed through an amplifier/delay generator designed in-house. A delay generator was required, since the 
signal was generated at the middle of the incident bar and the pressure wave would take an additional 250 μs 
to reach the sample (Figure 23). 
 
 
Figure 23: Block diagram of Hopkinson bar wiring setup 
 
The Hopkinson bar was covered with two acrylic shields. The first was a containment shield to contain the 
glass debris resulting from the impact test and fracture of the sample, to facilitate easy clean up and sample 
collection. The second shield was a safety shield in case any fragments managed to escape the first shield. 
A sheet of white paper was placed behind the second shield to help with camera focusing and reflect light 






























*lights have contact based trigger, but 5V trigger was used




3.3 Depth of Penetration Tests 
 
The depth of penetration (DOP) tests were performed in the ballistics lab at DRDC Valcartier. Twelve 
configurations were tested using various thicknesses of glass and projectile velocities (Table 5). Soda-lime 
glass tiles (Starphire, PPG Industries, Inc., Pittsburgh PA) with dimensions of 101.6 x 101.6 mm and 
varying thicknesses (5 mm, 9.5 mm, 12 mm) were laminated to polycarbonate cylinders, 6” in diameter and 
12” in length. Some tested were undertaken with the only polycarbonate backing to assess the penetration 
of the projectile into the backing alone as a reference for the glass ballistic tests. A flat viewport, 2” in width 
was machined on one side of the cylinder to facilitate viewing of the projectile as it penetrated the backing 
material The tests were performed at three target test velocities (500 m/s, 750 m/s, 930 m/s) using a common 
small calibre armour piercing projectile (AP-M2). The projectile had three components, a gilding metal 
jacket (copper), point filler (lead) and a steel core (Figure 24) with a total weight of 10.8 g (Moynihan et 
al., 2000).  
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Figure 24: A cross-section of the AP-M2 projectile (adapted from Moynihan et al.,2000) 
 
The tests were recorded with two high speed cameras (A, B in Figure 25), in a similar arrangement to the 
cameras used to record the sphere on glass tests (see section 3.1). The primary camera (Camera A) was 
used to track the projectile penetration through the polycarbonate backing material, and recorded images at 
50,000 frames per second. Projectile displacement throughout the impact was tracked using the video 
analysis tool, (Tracker, Open Source Physics). The secondary camera (Camera B) was used to track the 
damage propagation of the tile by viewing a mirror placed in front of the target, and recorded images at 1 
million frames per second.  
 
 
Figure 25: A schematic view of the depth of penetration test 
 
Following ballistic testing, the samples were shipped to the University of Waterloo, where a post-impact 
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axis of the cylinders were taken to capture the position of the projectile. A third image of the top of the 
cylinders were also taken to assess the final damage sustained by the glass tiles (Figure 26). 
 
 
Figure 26: Post-test imaging of depth of penetration samples (top: two views of the same impact test 
demonstrating the projectile path; bottom: view of the impacted glass surface) 
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4. Experimental Results and Discussion 
 
4.1 Sphere on Glass Tile Results 
 
The initial and residual projectile velocities of the sphere on tile tests demonstrated good repeatability 
(Table 6, Figure 27). The impact velocities varied at most ± 5% (at 550 m/s), while the residual velocities 
demonstrated higher variation. The tests captured both perforating and non-perforating events (Figure 
28).For the non-perforating and perforating impacts, the residual projectile velocity magnitudes were within 
10%, while the residual velocities in the vicinity of the target perforation velocity (300 - 550 m/s) showed 
higher variability (up to 400% at 550 m/s).  
 
Table 6: Initial and residual projectile velocities  
± = 1 standard deviation (COV in  parentheses where applicable) 
















103 -31  
100 103±* -31 -* -*  
-* -*  
200 -22  
200 199±1 (0.01) 
-20±2 
(0.10) 199 -18  
198 -21  
299 -31  
300 300±2 (0.01) 
-27±6 
(0.22) 300 -30  302 -20  
497 -15  
500 501±4 (0.01) 
-10±5 
(0.50) 504 -7  
503 -8  
567 -*  
550 552±24 (0.05) 
2±8 
(4.00) 565 -4  523 7  
648 60  
650 652±6 (0.01) 
62±3 
(0.05) 649 60  658 66  
805 129  
800 805±* 129 -* -*  
-* -*  
* Projectile not visible in high speed video before or after impact 





Figure 27: Reverse side of tiles 50 μs after impact 
 
 
Figure 28: Residual velocity of projectiles versus impact velocity (+ = perforation, - = rebound) 
 
 Table 7: Fracture features present at various impact velocities  
Nominal Test Velocity 100 m/s 200 m/s 300 m/s 500 m/s 550 m/s 650 m/s 800 m/s 
Fracture Cone Yes Yes No No No No No 
Radial Cracks Yes Yes Yes Partial No No No 
Concentric Cracks No Partial Yes Yes No No No 
Comminution Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Edge Cracks No No Yes Yes No No No 
Perforation No No No No Yes Yes Yes 
 100m/s 200m/s 300m/s 500m/s 800m/s 
Shot #1 
     
Shot #2 
     
Shot #3 




A variety of planar impact features were observed in the sphere on glass tile tests (Table 7) demonstrating 
a transition from discrete cracks to widespread comminution with increasing impact velocity. Edge cracks 
were only identified at velocities in the transition from non-perforation to perforation. Many damage 
features such as the number of radial cracks and the radii of damage were consistent within test runs (Table 
8). At a specific velocity, the damage progression was consistent between the three test repeats throughout 
the perforation process, demonstrating the repeatability of the test methodology. Not all planar impact 
features were present at every impact velocity. Different features of planar impact dominated at low (100 
m/s), medium (500 m/s) and high (800 m/s) speed impacts (Figure 29).  
 
 
Figure 29: Damage progression in SLG at select impact velocities 
 
 
 100 m/s 200m/s 300m/s 500m/s 800m/s 
0μs 
     
10μs 
     
25μs 
     
50μs 
     
 Vres = 31 m/s 8 radial cracks 
Vres = 20 m/s 
16 radial cracks 
Vres = 27 m/s 
31 radial cracks 
Vres = 10 m/s 
60 radial cracks* 





Table 8 : Damage front radius and number of radial cracks developed in target  
± = 1 standard deviation (coefficient of variation in brackets where applicable) 























103 8 26.9  
100 8±2 (0.25) 
26±3 
(0.12) - 6 28.2  
- 10 21.9  
200 17 21.8  
200 16±1 (0.06) 
21±4 
(0.19) 199 16 21.5  198 15 18.8  
299 31 33.5  
300 31±3 (0.10) 
31±2 
(0.06) 300 29 29.4  302 34 29.5  
497 -* Whole Tile  
500 60 Whole Tile 504 -* Whole Tile  
503 60 Whole Tile  
567 -* Whole Tile  
550 * Whole Tile 565 -* Whole Tile  
523 -* Whole Tile  
648 -* Whole Tile  
650 * Whole Tile 649 -* Whole Tile  
658 -* Whole Tile  
805 -* Whole Tile     
- -* Whole Tile  800 * Whole Tile 
- -* Whole Tile     
* radial cracks not visible through comminution 
**number of radial cracks estimated by counting cracks in a 60° arc 
 
At low velocities (e.g. 100 m/s), discrete fracture was the primary mode of failure (Figure 30). A fracture 
cone formed over 25 μs post impact (Figure 30A-C), and radial cracks extended to the edges of the tile 













Figure 30: Progression of a fracture cone and radial cracking at 100 m/s sphere on glass tile impact test 
(FC = fracture cone, RC = radial crack) 
 
At intermediate velocities (e.g. 500 m/s), comminution and discrete fracture were present (Figure 31). 
Discrete fracture preceded the damage front (Figure 31A) and acted as a point of damage initiation (Figure 
9B), that eventually coalesced with the main damage front (Figure 31C). 
 
A (10 us) B (13 μs) C (18 μs) 
   
Figure 31: Growth of discrete fracture ahead of main front present at 500 m/s sphere on glass impact 
(arrow indicates growth of discrete fracture ahead of main front) 
 
At velocities where the projectile perforated the target (e.g. 800 m/s), bulk comminution was the dominant 














Figure 32: Progression of damage front for an 800 m/s sphere on glass impact (arrow indicates damage 
front) 
 
The projectile (spheres) did not fail in any impact case; however, minor plastic deformation and marring 
occurred at the 800 m/s impact cases (Figure 33). 
 
Figure 33: Close up of steel sphere (ball bearing) after 800 m/s impact (Credit Chi-Hsiang Liao) 
 
The projectile kinematics camera had an adequate frame rate for projectile tracking, but at higher velocities 
(800 m/s) ejected material covered the projectile, making it difficult to track. The frame rate of the 
kinematics camera (Camera A) was too low to capture damage propagation through the thickness of the 
tile. The damage propagation camera was able to capture the damage progression in all tests. The resolution 
was limited to 240 x 240 pixels once the video was cropped to fit the target resulting in a spatial resolution 
of 0.4 mm per pixel. This was sufficient for single point displacement measurements; however, this 
resolution was too coarse for any velocity measurements. A deviation of one pixel or 0.4 mm, resulted in 
an error of ± 423 m/s, an error that is on the scale of crack and damage propagation velocities. A tenfold 







4.2 Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar Test Results: Direct Compression and Diametral 
Splitting 
 
Two series of tests were performed on the split Hopkinson bar apparatus: the direct compression test to 
assess the compressive strength of soda-lime glass at high rates, and the dynamic Brazilian test to determine 
the tensile strength of soda-lime glass at high rates. Due to technical issues (missing transmitter bar signal 
during testing), dynamic equilibrium could not be confirmed in the direct compression tests. Dynamic 
equilibrium in the dynamic Brazilian tests was confirmed; however, the tests showed some variability 
between tests with an average bar strain to failure of 3.14 x10-4 ± 0.8 x10-4 mm/mm. The samples did not 
fail in a purely tensile manner, indicating that the sample was not loaded as expected for a Brazilian splitting 
test. Opto-digital microscopy showed that the samples had a step offset along their width as a consequence 
of their manufacturing, and resulted in the samples to split orthogonal to their diameter. Due to this non-
standard failure, tensile strengths could not be directly assessed from these results. The direct compression 
test data was not used due to the lost transmitted pulse data. Although the diametral splitting test could not 
provide tensile strengths, they did provide valuable insights into the tensile failure of soda-lime glass and 
provided a set of quantitative data (bar strains) to validate models. 
 
4.2.1 Direct Compression Test Results 
 
The direct compression tests were performed using maraging steel bars to provide the high loads required 
to fail soda-lime glass in compression. Due to technical issues, the transmitted bar signal was not recorded 
during testing. Five (5) direct compression tests were performed (Figure 34). There was little variation 
between tests (Figure 35). 
 




































Due to the lost transmitted pulse, it was uncertain whether dynamic equilibrium was achieved during the 
direct compression tests. If dynamic equilibrium was assumed, the forces at the bar interfaces should be 
equal (P1 = P2). Using the bar-end force equations presented in section 2.2.3 (Equation 11, Equation 12) 
the transmitter bar strains were estimated by subtracting the incident strain from the reflected strain (Figure 
35). The transmitter bar strain could then be used to estimate the forces in the sample over time using the 
bar-end force equations (Equation 11, Equation 12), bar strains, elastic properties of the bar (Ebar = 70 GPa) 
and bar diameter (D = 25.4 mm) (Figure 36). 
 
 
Figure 35: Reconstructed transmitted pulse for direct compression tests 
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The calculated peak load on the sample was 41.4 kN resulting in a peak compressive stress of 81.7 MPa if 
uniaxial compressive loading was assumed. The peak force was maintained for much of the loading (from 
75 – 275 us) with sample failure occurring much closer to the unloading phase in the test (around 270 μs).  
Although the direct compression tests provided repeatable and quantitative data, a key requirement of 
performing Hopkinson bar testing (achieving dynamic equilibrium) could not be verified due to the lost 
transmitter bar signal. Therefore, the direct compression data was not used for the rest of the study. 
 
4.2.2 Diametral Splitting (Brazilian) Tests 
 
A total of nineteen (19) dynamic Brazilian tests were conducted to assess the tensile strength of soda-lime 
glass at high rates. In two tests, the samples shifted during loading, resulting in spurious results and in one 
test the transmitter bar pulse was missing due to hardware issues. In total, three repeats were identified as 
outliers and were not included in the analysis. The dynamic Brazilian tests were performed using aluminum 
bars. Post-test analysis indicated that the incident pulses were consistent for all 16 tests, with an input strain 
of 6.0x10-4 (Figure 37).  
 
 
Figure 37: Hopkinson bar strain output for Brazilian test 
 
For the dynamic Brazilian tests, dynamic equilibrium was confirmed by comparing the sum of the incident 
and reflected pulse to the transmitted pulse peak strain (Figure 38). Using the bar-end force equations 
presented in section 2.2.3 (Equation 11, Equation 12), the forces at the sample interfaces were determined. 
For example, in the sample D1-14, the peak strain at interface 1 and interface 2 were 3.026x10-4 mm/mm 
and 2.788x10-4 mm/mm respectively, or bar-end forces of 10.74 kN and 9.90 kN, a percentage difference 































yield strength of the aluminum bars (276 MPa) (ASM International, 1995), confirming that the bars 
remained elastic during the test (a requirement of the Hopkinson bar analysis). Although the bars did not 
deform during loading, the aluminium shims did experience local plastic deformation due to the contact 
stresses between the shim and the sample. 
 
Figure 38: Assessment of dynamic equilibrium of a representative diametral splitting test (sample D1-14) 
 
There was large variation in the reflected pulse, indicating a large variation in strain to failure of the samples 
(Figure 39). However, all the reflected traces followed a similar trend. The measured average bar strain to 
failure was 3.14 x10-4 ± 0.8 x10-4 mm/mm (coefficient of variation of 25%), or a compressive load of 11.1 
kN. Using the tensile strength equation for a Brazilian test presented in section 2.3.3 (Equation 10), the 
average diametral tensile strength was found to be 4.19 MPa, much lower than the reported tensile strengths 
in literature (20-150 MPa, van der Velde, 2015).  
 
















Transmitter Bar Strain (x10-4)
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The difference in tensile strength may be accounted for by the failure mode of the sample deviating from a 
typical Brazilian test. In a typical Brazilian test, failure initiates at the centre of the sample forming a crack 
that then propagates along the diameter towards the upper and lower points of loading (Andreev, 1991). 
The failure in the soda-lime glass samples were more complex and could be separated into seven (7) phases 
(Figure 40).  
 
 
Figure 40: Typical damage progression in a Brazilian test 
 
First, a crack initiated at the contact interface (Figure 40A). From this crack, two wing-like cracks 
propagated from the surface of the sample to the centre, running parallel to the faces of the cylindrical 
sample (Figure 40B). These cracks grew in a controlled manner, taking roughly 25 us to reach the centre 
of the samples. Once these cracks reached the midpoint of the sample, the two wing-like cracks merged and 
continued to propagate as a single crack, reaching the far end of the sample in 15 us and splitting the sample 
into two halves (Figure 40D). These halves were then loaded along the diameter, with cracks initiating from 
the points of contact and propagating along the diameter towards the centre until failure (Figure 40E-G). In 
a typical Brazilian sample, only steps E-G would be expected without bifurcation of the sample. 
 
To determine the cause of the non-standard failure, an as-received dynamic Brazilian sample was observed 
under an opto-digital microscope. It was determined that the samples not only had a ridge about their 
circumference, but the samples were also offset by 0.2 mm (Figure 41). This was also evident in the pre-





Figure 41: Profile of unground sample along the length of the cylinder (Credit Chi-Hsiang Liao) 
 
This offset may have acted as a point of crack initiation and forced the sample to split transversely or 




Figure 42 : Possible mode of failure of dynamic Brazilian sample under loading 
 
The dynamic Brazilian tests showed some variability (coefficient of variation of 25 %) in results. The tests 
also failed in a non-standard manner and resulted in the tests underestimating the tensile strength of the 
material using the Brazilian test analysis (4.19 MPa). However, the tests were repeatable and showed a 
complex mode of failure that allowed for the characterization of the failure of soda-lime glass in tension. 
Although the tests could not be used to directly quantify the tensile strength of soda-lime glass at high rates, 
this set of data was used to further validate the soda-lime glass model in subsequent sections of this study 
using both high speed imaging for qualitative comparisons (Figure 40) and split Hopkinson bar strains for 
quantitative comparisons of numerical methods (Figure 37).  
0.2mm
(209um)
Initial Loading Sample Rotation Bifurcation
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4.3 Depth of Penetration Test Results 
 
The depth of penetration tests were repeatable for all test configurations (4 test thicknesses and 3 test 
velocities). The projectile fully perforated the glass tile in all tests where glass tiles were tested. Typically, 
the projectile penetrated the polycarbonate backing and continued to travel along a linear path. In some 
cases the projectiles deviated from an axial path (with respect to the cylinder). The projectile displacements 
were tracked over time using high speed imaging and video analysis software (Figure 43). 
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In some tests at higher impact velocities or with thicker glass material, the projectile deviated from an axial 
path upon entering the polycarbonate backing and left the viewing window on the test sample (Figure 44). 




Figure 44: Projectile path deviating from the viewing window machined onto side of DOP cylinder (test 
G8) 
 
In other cases, the AP-M2 core fractured into two pieces upon entering the polycarbonate, and resulted in 
lower reported depths of penetration (Figure 45). Tests like this were rare (two in entire test matrix) and 
were removed from the dataset as outliers. 
 
 











Table 9: Depth of penetration results (AP-M2 on Glass/PC) 
 ± = 1 standard deviation (COV in parentheses where applicable)  red - projectile path deviation 
 






PC only 95 95 101 97 ± 3 
(0.03) 
5 mm + PC 52 54 56 54 ± 2 (0.04) 
9.5 mm w/ PC 33 35 38 35 ± 2 
(0.07) 
12 mm w/ PC 30 37 38 35 ± 4 
(0.12) 







[763 m/s] 216 218 220 
218 ± 2 
(0.01) 
5 mm 
[765 m/s] 159 160 167 




** 138 147 124 ± 33 
(0.27) 
12 mm 106** 124 125 118 ± 11 
(0.09) 






PC only 245 248 252 248 ± 4 
(0.01) 
5 mm 240 242 247 243 ± 3 
(0.01) 
9.5 mm 213 * 213 213 ± 0 (0.00) 
12 mm 
[890 m/s] 158 * 181 
170 ± 16 
(0.10) 
 *projectile veered out of view, **projectile failed on entry  
 
The depth of penetration of the AP-M2 projectile was tracked in most tests, except in cases where the 
projectile deviated from a straight path out of view of the camera (Figure 44) or in cases where the projectile 
core fractured (Figure 45). The tests were repeatable with less than 12% variation in tests where the 
projectile penetrated the polycarbonate and continued to travel straight. Using a video tracking tool and 
high speed video from the tests, depth of penetration versus time curves were measured and could be used 
to assess the behaviour of polycarbonate models. Final depths of penetration were also recorded (Table 9) 
with and without glass and could be used assess the ballistic performance of glass and validate models in a 
quantitative manner.  
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5. Numerical Modelling Methods 
 
The numerical model development process took place in three phases; assessment of grid convergence and 
robustness, constitutive model parameter identification and finally validation of a soda-lime glass ballistic 
model. All models were developed in an explicit dynamics finite element code (LS-DYNA) and all models 
were developed in version R7.1.2. All models were run in double precision to minimize round-off errors 
and default solver parameters were used throughout unless otherwise stated. 
 
Three commonly used solution methods (the finite element method, smooth particle hydrodynamics and 
element free Galerkin) were used to model the sphere on glass tile impacts (section 4.1). The sphere on 
glass tile impact data set was used in the verification portion of the study since it was a readily available 
data set and represented a typical use case of a ballistic soda-lime glass model. The models were used to 
assess ballistic fidelity, convergence tendencies and robustness of the modelling techniques, using a set of 
literature material parameters for soda-lime glass (Johnson & Holmquist, 1995). 
 
Once suitable numerical methods were established, a combination of literature data, experimental data and 
numerical models were used to identify suitable parameters for the JH-2 ceramic model. First, confined 
compression data of soda lime glass was used to characterize the pressure-strength relation of the JH-2 
model. Limitations of using a quasi-static set of data to fit a model for a ballistic impact were discussed and 
the sphere on glass tile data set was introduced to improve the updated parameters. The updated JH-2 
parameters predicted projectile kinematics in the sphere on glass tests well. 
 
After appropriate constitutive model parameters were determined, the soda-lime glass model was validated 
against three experimental data sets; the dynamic Brazilian test data (section 4.2.2) to assess the tensile 
behaviour of the model, the sphere on glass tile data set used (section 4.2) as partial validation to confirm 
the damage propagation characteristics of the model (section 4.1) and the depth of penetration tests (section 






5.1 Assessment of Grid Convergence and Model Stability 
 
To assess numerical methods used in ballistic impact modelling, three common solution methods (the finite 
element method, element free Galerkin and smooth particle hydrodynamics) used in the modelling of 
ballistic impact were compared with respect to their ballistic fidelity (the ability of the model to predict 
projectile kinematics and material damage) and convergence tendencies. The sphere on glass tile model 
was used extensively in the verification procedure in the study for multiple reasons. First, the tests covered 
a wide range of impact velocities and presented damage features commonplace in ballistic impact of 
ceramics. Secondly, the tests were straight forward to model due to the simplicity of the tests themselves 
and easy to debug due to access to the raw data collected. Finally, the sphere on glass tests were a ballistic 
impact test, a representative use case of the model.  
 
To assess the finite element method, the sphere on glass (SOG) experiments were modeled in LS-DYNA 
as a full 3D model (Figure 46). Both the tile (target) and the sphere (projectile) were modeled with 
hexahedral elements. The projectile was given an initial velocity equal to the nominal impact velocity of 
each test series (100, 200, 300, 500, 550, 650 and 800 m/s).  
 
 
Figure 46: Sphere on glass tile FE model. 
 
The projectile was modelled with elastic properties (*MAT_ELASTIC, LS-DYNA) obtained from 
literature (E = 207 GPa, ρ = 7830 kg/m3, ν = 0.3) (Guo, 2006). The hardened steel ball bearings were chosen 
due to their high strength to act as a non-failing projectile and were not expected to undergo significant 
plastic deformation during the impact as observed in section 4.1 (Figure 33). The soda-lime glass tile was 
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modelled using the JH-2 model (*MAT_JOHNSON_HOLMQUIST_CERAMICS, LS-DYNA, Section 
2.3.1). The sample was meshed with an initial element size of 0.5 mm and alternate mesh sizes were 
investigated to quantify the discretization error in the model. To obtain projectile kinematics, rigid body 
displacements, velocities and accelerations (as opposed to nodal quantities) of the projectile were extracted 
from the simulation via *DATABASE_MATSUM. The projectile kinematics were extracted at a frequency 
of 1 MHz. 
 
To verify the model, a preliminary set of material parameters were required. Johnson & Holmquist (1995) 
proposed a set of JH-2 parameters for soda lime glass, with parameters determined using coupon level tests 
and full-scale ballistic impact tests on confined cylinders (section 2.3.2). This set of baseline parameters 
will be referred to as the JH-1995 parameters for the remainder of this study. The JH-1995 parameters have 
been shown to over-predict the strength of soda-lime glass in tension (Zhang, 2015), but they provide a 
good starting point for the development of a ballistic model (Table 10) and were used in the verification 
portion of the study. 
 
Table 10 : Johnson & Holmquist (1995) published parameters for SLG 
  Bulk   Fractured Strength   Damage   Intact Strength   S.Rate   Equation of State   Shock   Elastic 
Units -  - - -  - -  - - MPa   -  GPa   GPa   kgm
-3
 GPa  
Symbol β   B m SFmax    D1 D2   A n T   c   K1 K2 K3   HEL PHEL   ρ G 
JH-1995 1   0.2 1 0.5   0.043 0.85   0.93 0.77 150   0.003   45.4 -138 290   5.95 2.92   2530 30.4 
 
The erosion parameter (FS) of the JH-2 model was determined through a sensitivity study to study the effect 
of erosion strain on the residual projectile velocities. The results of this study can be found in Appendix A. 
Element erosion was required in the numerical analysis to maintain numerical stability. An erosion strain 
of 5.0 was a good balance between simulation runtimes and simulation accuracy and had a negligible effect 
on projectile kinematics. This erosion strain was used for the remainder of the study. 
 
It is important to quantify discretization error in computational models to identify a suitable finite element 
mesh size for impact analysis. A common method used to study the effect of discretization error is 
Richardson extrapolation, where models with three successively finer mesh sizes are solved and a parameter 
of interest is assessed at each level of refinement. The results allow for quantification of the discretization 
error through extrapolation to a converged solution. To study the effects of discretization error on the 
current model, three characteristic mesh sizes of 1.00 mm (coarse), 0.50 mm (medium), and 0.25 mm (fine) 





Figure 47: Three levels of mesh refinement of the sphere on glass test used in grid convergence study. 
 
To assess the validity of using a Richardson extrapolation to evaluate the model, intermediate models with 
characteristic lengths of 0.80 mm, 0.60 mm, 0.40 mm, 0.35 mm and 0.30 mm were also run to confirm 
asymptotic behavior of the parameter of interest over the mesh range of the study (Table 11). The grid 
independence study was performed at one velocity (800 m/s) as it was representative of projectile velocities 
encountered in ballistic testing, referenced in the NATO AEP-55 test protocol (NATO Standards 
Organization, 2011). Other test velocities were not considered in this study. The simulated residual 
velocities were measured once projectile velocities had stabilized (i.e.: dv/dt = 0, typically 50 μs for non-
perforating events and 200 μs for perforating events).	 
 
Table 11: Grid convergence 





(C)  1.00 1.00 
0.80 1.25 
0.60 1.67 




(F)  0.25 4.00 
 
In addition to a standard hexahedral mesh finite element model, two other models were developed to study 
the effects of using different discretization methods including element free Galerkin (EFG) and smooth 
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) methods (Section 2.4.2).  
 
The EFG simulation was modelled with quarter symmetry (Figure 48) due to computational limitations. A 
symmetric boundary condition was applied to the interior faces of the tile. The solver used in this analysis 
(LS-DYNA R712) had a ~20GB limit on memory, making full three dimensional EFG models infeasible 
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(Table 12). The model was also subdivided such that there was an EFG zone near the point of impact and 
hexahedral elements supporting the EFG zone away from the point of impact. The size of the mesh-free 
zone (20 x 20 mm in the quarter symmetry model) was determined by running preliminary models to 
determine the level of damage. The EFG zone was coupled to the hexahedral support via a tied contact.  
 
Table 12: List of select simulation runs and runtime statistics (hh:mm) run on 6 cores of 
an i7-6850 (3.60 GHz clock speed) 
Mesh Size FEM-FULL SPH-QUARTER EFG-QUARTER EFG-FULL 
















































Figure 48: Sphere on glass tile EFG model using quarter symmetry and incorporating hexahedral finite 
elements outside of the impact zone to address computational limitations 
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The SPH model also incorporated quarter symmetry (Figure 49), utilizing a SPH zone surrounded by a 
hexahedral finite element mesh due to computational limitations. The SPH model was identical in setup to 
the EFG model, except for the contact definition between the target and the projectile. Using a projectile 
meshed with hexahedral elements and a SPH target resulted in large, artificial nodal displacements at the 
contact interface. To mitigate this, the projectile and target were both modelled in SPH. 
 
 
Figure 49: Sphere on glass tile SPH model using quarter symmetry and incorporating hexahedral finite 
elements outside the impact zone 
 
To test the robustness of the model, the sphere on glass model was solved under two loading conditions; 
off-centre hit in the Y-axis and a multi-hit simulation (Figure 50). The off-centre models were performed 
at six difference eccentricities (s): 0.1 mm, 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm and 50 mm. An offset of 50 mm 
corresponded to an impact at the edge of the 100 mm wide glass tile. The multi-hit simulation was run with 
the spheres placed in a circle of radius 15 mm located at the geometric centre of the tile to mimic a multi-
hit test. This distance was chosen so the regions of damage from each impact would overlap. The impacts 
occurred 50 μs apart in time to allow for the damage from each impact to progress, prior to the subsequent 
impact. The robustness test were performed at 800 m/s. Since no corresponding experimental data was 





Figure 50: Simulated configurations to test model robustness 
 
 
The effect of numerical interfaces on wave propagation 
 
A numerical interface (a change the numerical media, for example, element formulation, solution method 
or mesh density, that is purely a consequence of the numerical analysis) can affect the propagation of waves 
in a numerical analysis and sometimes result in artificial wave reflections (Zukas, 2004). Ballistic impact 
problems are wave propagation dependent, so spurious wave reflections can produce erroneous results. 
Two numerical interfaces (sub-structuring a mesh and abrupt changes in mesh density) were studied using 
a simplified bar impact computational model to quantify the effects of these interfaces and assess whether 
these methods were appropriate to use when studying ballistic impact problems. 
 
Due to the high computational cost of SPH and EFG, the sphere on glass models for both the mesh-free 
methods employed a sub-structuring technique where a mesh-free zone was supported by a FEM support. 
Since both SPH and EFG use a weighted average to determine material properties, it is possible that the 
interface between the mesh-free zone and finite elements may be interpreted as a free end as opposed to a 
continuous medium and may induce spurious local wave reflections. To quantify the magnitude of the wave 
reflections that may result due to this interface, an “end-to-end” bar impact simulation was run, where the 
tip of the bar (20 mm) was replaced with either EFG cells or SPH nodes (Figure 51). A model with 
hexahedral elements was also run to use as a reference case. The model was a simplification of the 
Hopkinson bar model described in section 5.3. In an ideal “end-to-end” bar test, the incident and reflected 
bar are placed in contact with no sample between the bars. 100% of the incident pulse should be transmitted 
to the transmitter bar without any reflection; however, some reflections occur due to imperfection in the 
bars. The peak stress between the incident and reflected pulses were compared to determine whether 
significant reflection occurred at the interface, using the finite element model as a baseline. 
A) Off-centre






Figure 51: End to end bar impact  model to study internal wave reflections due to mesh-free interfaces 
 
For a given incident bar peak stress of 51 MPa, both the FEM and EFG models had a reflected peak bar 
stress of 2.70 MPa (5% reflection). The SPH model had a peak reflection of 9.13 MPa (18% reflection), a 
reflected stress that was much higher than the baseline (FEM) model (Figure 52), indicating that spurious 
wave reflections may occur at the mesh free interface of the SPH model. The sub structuring method used 
in this study may have some limitations when implemented with SPH to model ballistic impact, but is 
required due to computational limitations. 
 
Figure 52: End to end reflection simulation of various mesh-free interfaces (reflected bar stress) 
 
Abrupt changes in mesh size can also result in artificial wave reflections (Zukas, 2004). In this study, 
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quantify the magnitude of the wave reflections that may result due to an abrupt mesh change (transition 
from 1 mm to 0.5 mm), another “end-to-end” bar impact simulation was run, where the tip of the bar (20 
mm) was replaced with finite elements of a finer mesh (0.5 mm) than the rest of the model (Figure 53). 
 
 
Figure 53: End to end bar impact  model to study internal wave reflections due to an abrupt mesh change 
 
For a given incident bar peak stress of 51 MPa, both the continuous mesh (1 mm mesh throughout) and the 
abrupt mesh (1 mm to 0.5 mm to 1 mm) had a reflected peak bar stress of 2.70 MPa (5% reflection) (Figure 
54). In the “end-to-end” bar impact, there was a negligible effect of an abrupt change in mesh on wave 
reflections.  
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The “end-to-end” bar impact models were a useful tool in studying the propagation of waves through 
various numerical interfaces and quantifying the effects numerical features on wave propagation. However, 
the bar end impacts differ from ballistic impacts since the bar impacts occur at low speeds and at low 
deformation (as opposed to ballistic impacts that occur at high speed and result in large deformations), but 
these models allowed for some quantification of these effects. 
 
5.2 Constitutive Model Parameter Identification 
 
Once suitable numerical methods were identified and implemented, the methods were used to determine 
suitable parameters for the JH-2 model. The literature parameters used in the verification section were used 
to as a starting point in the parameter identification process. This study focused on the determination of the 
strength (A,N,T,B,M,SFMAX, Equation 4 & Equation 5) and damage accumulation (D1,D2, Error! 
Reference source not found.) parameters. The parameter identification process was performed in three 
steps. First, confined compression data from literature was used to determine the pressure-strength relation 
of soda-lime glass. The hydrostatic tensile pressure to failure (T, Equation 4) was determined using 
analytical methods and literature data. Finally, the sphere on glass dataset was used to determine the 
fractured strength curve and the accumulation of damage in the model. 
 
First, pressure-strength data was taken from literature (Dannemann et al., 2011) and the strength curves 
were fit using least squares regression fitting techniques implemented in MATLAB. The literature 
parameters used in this study have been shown to over predict the tensile strength of glass, so a lower tensile 
strength (30 MPa) was enforced during the fitting process (Zhang, 2015).  
 
Since the publication of the JH-1995 parameters, many experiments have been performed in an attempt to 
characterize the pressure dependence of the strength of glass, most notably, the work of Dannemann et al. 
(2011). To determine the intact strength parameters, the intact pressure-strength data reported by 
Dannemann (2011) was fit using non-linear least squares regression tool in MATLAB (see Appendix A for 
code). To account for the tensile strength, the regression was weighted such that equal weight was assigned 
to fitting the compressive and tensile regions of the curve. 
 
Due to the piecewise nature of the fractured strength curve (due to the SFmax term), the parameters for the 
fractured strength curve were fit using an EXCEL file. SFmax was determined by taking the average of the 
constant stress portion of the curve. The fractured strength equation was linearized such that the parameters 




𝜎7∗ = 𝐵(𝑃∗)j 
ln	(𝜎7∗) = ln	(𝐵(𝑃∗)j) 
ln	(𝜎7∗) = ln(𝐵)+	ln	((𝑃∗)j) 
ln	(𝜎7∗) = ln	(𝐵)	+	𝑚ln	(𝑃∗) 
 
 
Single element models with bulking enabled (beta = 1) showed oscillations in stress and pre-mature 
damaging of material (Figure 55). The single element tests used a pressure boundary condition (as opposed 
to a displacement controlled boundary condition) to simulate the hydraulic confinement used in the 
confined compression tests (Dannemann et al., 2011) and may have resulted in the oscillations. Bulking is 
a phenomenon seen in ceramic materials where cracking results to an expansion in material volume (Bless 
& Rajendran, 1996). If the ceramic is confined, the material experiences an increase in pressure (Bless, 
2010), and therefore in increase in material strength (Johnson & Holmquist, 1994). The magnitude of the 
bulking phenomenon varies from material to material (Brace et al., 1966), and the bulking effect in 
amorphous glasses such as soda-lime glass are generally not well quantified (Gofrain et al., 2016). Attempts 
to quantify volumetric expansion in borosilicate glass (another amorphous glass used in transparent armour) 
have shown the bulking effect to be negligible (Dannemann et al., 2008). 
 
Figure 55: Stress oscillations due to pressure boundary constraint and bulking effects. 
 
The parameters developed by Johnson & Holmquist (1995) set the bulking parameter to 1, but this 
behaviour was not confirmed through experimental testing. It has been shown that increasing the bulking 
parameter can result in artificially high rates of damage accumulation and can result in poor predictions of 
projectile kinematics (Taylor et al., 1999). Since the effects of bulking in soda-lime glass were not well 




















kinematics (Taylor et al., 1999), bulking effects were not included in the updated material model 
parameters. Bulking effects should be investigated further in future studies. 
 
To determine the fractured strength (B) and damage accumulation (D1) terms of the JH-2 model, the sphere 
on glass tile finite element mode developed in section 5.1 was used. To study the effects of the fractured 
strength on residual velocity, the sphere on glass tile simulations (previously developed) were run with 
varying fractured strengths (B) for all tested impact velocities were measured. To illustrate the effects of 
the damage coefficient on the mode of failure, two sphere on glass tile models were run with varying 
damage coefficient. The effects of interactions between parameters were quantified and suitable parameters 
were determined such that the developed parameters predicted projectile kinematics and material damage.  
 
To determine suitable values of B and D1 such that they accurately predicted residual velocities, a linear 
model of the sphere on glass tile simulations was generated such that residual velocities (V) were a function 
of fractured strength (B) for a given value of the damage coefficient (D1, held constant) The residual 
velocities and values of B were used to generate a linear model of the sphere on glass impact simulation at 
the three impact velocities (V100, V500, V800) such that the residual velocity was a function of the fractured 
strength (B): 
V100 = m1B * b1 
V500 = m2B * b2 
V800 = m3B * b3 
 
Using the set of linear models, the sum squared error (E) of the predicted velocities was minimized using 
MATLAB to determine the fractured strength, B: 
 




5.3 Validation of the Soda-Lime Glass Ballistic Model 
 
Once constitutive parameters were finalized, three numerical models based on experimental tests were 
compared to three sets of experimental data (dynamic Brazilian split Hopkinson bar tests, the sphere on 
glass tile tests, and the depth of penetration test) to assess the ability of the model to predict various 
phenomena. The dynamic Brazilian tensile test was used to assess the tensile failure characteristics of the 
model. The sphere on glass tile ballistic impact experiment was used to verify that the damage development 
characteristics, since part of the data was used in the parameter identification phase. Finally, the depth of 
penetration model was used to assess the ability of the model to predict the ballistic performance of soda-
lime glass in a complex impact environment. 
 
Dynamic Brazilian Split Hopkinson Bar Model to Assess Tensile Failure 
 
To assess the tensile behaviour of the model, the split Hopkinson pressure bar model was used to simulate 
the dynamic Brazilian tests (Figure 56). The split Hopkinson pressure bar apparatus was modelled as a full, 
3D model due to the asymmetry of the sample produced by the geometric offset (Figure 41). The incident, 
transmitter and striker bars were modeled, along with the shims and test sample. The support bearings for 
the bars were not modeled and the bars were constrained such that the central nodes of both the bars and 
shims would only translate along the z-axis. 
 
The bars were not expected to undergo plastic deformation and were therefore modelled as elastic 
(*MAT_ELASTIC) using aluminum elastic properties obtained from literature (E = 70 GPa, ρ = 2703 
kg/m3, ν = 0.33) (Table 13), with a mesh size of 1 mm. Unlike the bars, the shims underwent plastic 
deformation during testing due to the contact between the sample and the shim. To capture the plastic 
deformation, the shims were modelled using a Johnson Cook constitutive relation 
(*MAT_JOHNSON_COOK), with parameters obtained from Kaufmann (2004) (Table 13). The shims 
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Figure 56: Split Hopkinson pressure bar apparatus finite element model 
 
The glass test specimen was modelled with a JH-2 model with a 0.5 mm mesh. A 0.2 mm offset was 
incorporated into the sample model geometry, to correspond with the sample offset observed in the 
experiments (Section 4.2).To obtain the bar strains, element strains at elements on the surface of the bar 
corresponding to the position of the strain gauges were measured at the same sampling frequency used in 
the tests (1 MHz).  
 
Sphere on Glass Tile Impact Model to Assess Damage Progression 
 
The sphere on glass tile model used in the validation phase was developed in the previous sections (details 
of the model can be found in section 5.1). To quantify the progression of the damage front with respect to 
time in the numerical models, the material damage variable (history variable 2) in a row of elements running 
from the point of impact to the edge of the target was extracted using a script and post-processed using 
MATLAB. The damage front was defined as the edge of damaged material (the boundary between visibly 




Figure 57: Schematic of the sphere on glass model showing the comminution and fracture measures 
 
Depth of Penetration Test Model to Assess Ballistic Fidelity 
 
The depth of penetration tests were used to assess the ability of the model to predict the ballistic 
performance of soda lime glass and combined the numerical methods identified in section 5.1 and the 
material properties developed in section 5.2. Projectile displacements over time were extracted in 
experiments using high speed video and video analysis tools and compared to projectile displacements from 
simulations. Final projectile depths of penetration into the backing material were used as the metric of 
validation. The simulations were modelled using quarter symmetry due to size of the backing (152.4 mm 
(6”) in diameter and 304.8 mm (12”) deep) (Figure 58). The geometry near the point of impact (20 mm 
from the centre) was meshed with a mesh length of 1.0 mm. Outside of this, the mesh was biased radially, 
transitioning from 1x1x1 mm mesh in the centre to a 4x4x1 mm mesh at the outer edge of the tile (D. Singh, 
personal communication, 2019). 
 
The projectile model used was previously developed for ballistic impact simulations (Cronin, 2013). The 
projectile was modelled using quarter symmetry. The AP-M2 projectile model had been previously 
validated by simulating impacts into aluminum plates and comparing the residual velocity of the projectile 








Figure 58: Depth of penetration quarter model with glass and AP-M2 projectile 
 
The polycarbonate model was developed in parallel with the soda-lime glass model tile (D. Singh, personal 
communication, 2019). The polycarbonate model used a Johnson-Cook constitutive model and parameters 
were determined using coupon level stress-strain data at various rates of deformation and temperatures and 
validated using the depth of penetration data from bare polycarbonate tests (D. Singh, personal 
communication, 2019) (Table 14). 
 
Table 14: Johnson-Cook parameters for polycarbonate (D. Singh, personal communication, 2019) 
Johnson- Cook 
Parameter 
[kg/m³] [GPa] [GPa]                        
Density Shear Modulus Young’s Modulus Poisson’s Ratio A B n C m d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 Tm Cp 
Polycarbonate 1190 0.986 2.38 0.344 72.5 78.9 2.0 0.04 1.05 0 0 0 0 0 443 1250 
 
Due to computational constraints, the polycarbonate backing material could not be meshed finer than 1.0 
mm and mesh convergence at this mesh resolution could not be verified. The purpose of the polycarbonate 
backing material in this study was to act as a witness material (i.e.: provide an indication of the energy 
absorbed by the facing material in a consistent manner) and provide some level of confinement for the glass 
tile. To this end, a combination of element mesh size (1.0 mm) and erosion criteria were determined and 
verified against experimental data to ensure that the model predicted the depth of penetration with 
reasonable accuracy (Figure 59) over the velocity range used in this study. The polycarbonate model 
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predicted depths of penetration within 10% for both the 500 m/s and 930 m/s impact cases, but under 
predicted depth of penetration in the 750 m/s impact case by a larger margin (14% difference) (Figure 60). 
 




Figure 60: Bare polycarbonate impacts with APM2 projectiles at three velocities, final depth of 
penetration experimental ranges versus simulated 
 
The glass tile was modelled using a JH-2 model with material parameters determined through the parameter 
identification process (section 5.2). The sample was meshed with a 0.5 mm mesh as determined from the 
SOG mesh convergence study (section 6.1.1). In cases where glass tiles were being tested (as opposed to 
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simulate the film adhesive (D. Singh, personal communication, 2019). The backing material was not 
supported. The three test velocities (500, 750, 930 m/s) were simulated and the depth of penetration was 
measured by extracting the displacement of the projectile core from the simulation 
(*DATABASE_MATSUM) and offsetting by the initial distance of the core from the surface of the 
polycarbonate backing, corresponding to the experimental measurement methodology. The core 
displacements were extracted at a frequency of 1 MHz. At the maximum test velocity of 930 m/s, a sampling 
frequency of 1 MHz would provide displacement samples under one millimeter apart providing adequate 
resolution to measure depths of penetration into the polycarbonate backing and greater than the 50 kHz 





6. Numerical Results and Discussion 
 
6.1 Assessment of Grid Convergence and Model Stability 
 
Verification of the model was performed three phases. First, the discretization error of the sphere on glass 
finite element model was estimated using the grid convergence index and published glass properties from 
Johnson and Holmquist (1995). The finite element model was compared to two models that utilized mesh-
free methods (SPH, EFG) with respect to their ability to predict projectile kinematics and damage 
development (ballistic fidelity) as well as their convergence tendencies. Lastly, a more aggressive impact 
with multiple projectile impacts was run to assess the robustness of the model under a multi-hit impact. 
 
6.1.1 Assessment of Discretization Methods Used to Model Ballistic Impact 
 
The sphere on glass tile impacts were used to assess the predictive capability of the numerical methods. 
Using a medium mesh density (0.5 mm element length), all three solution methods behaved similarly to the 
sphere on glass experiments, showing two distinct regimes: non-perforating where the projectile rebounded 
off the target and perforating where the projectile passed through the target (Figure 61) using published 
material properties. Both SPH and EFG predicted a perforation velocity similar to the experimental tests 
(550 m/s), while the finite element model over-predicted the perforation velocity (closer to 650 m/s). All 
models under-predicted the residual velocity of glass when the projectiles rebounded and over-predicted 
the residual velocities when the projectile. 
 
Figure 61: SOG projectile kinematics for three discretization methods, using 0.5mm mesh and published 
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All simulations showed some features of planar impact such as material comminution and partial 
penetration of the target. All solution methods under predicted the amount of damage accumulated during 
impact over all velocities (100 m/s – 800 m/s), when compared to the corresponding experiments. The three 
simulations were compared at 300 m/s, where most of the discrete fracture features were present in the 
sphere on glass tile experiments (Figure 62). In the experiments, the impacts at 300 m/s produced 31 radial 
cracks, partial concentric cracking, edge cracks, and resulted in a damaged zone 62 mm in diameter (more 
than half the width of the tile).In contrast, all simulation methods predicted some comminution at the point 
of impact, but only SPH predicted the ejection of material and tensile cracking at 300 m/s, and even then, 
the damage was localized and did not extend past the mesh-free zone.  
 
  
Figure 62: Predicted material damage for three solution methods at 300 m/s impact velocity 
 
Mesh Convergence of the Finite Element Model 
 
The residual velocities from the coarse (1.00 mm), medium (0.50 mm) and fine (0.25 mm) meshes were 
used to perform the Richardson extrapolation to estimate the residual velocity of a converged solution (mesh 
size approaching 0). For the sphere on glass finite element model the Richardson extrapolated (RE) residual 
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velocity at 800 m/s was calculated to be 351 m/s (Table 15). The calculated order of convergence was 1.88, 
lower than theoretical rate of convergence of 2.0 (for displacements) for a linear hexahedral element 
(Braess, 1997), but expected due to the discontinuities present in ballistic impact simulations (cracking, 
contact, shock) (Roache, 1993). The extrapolated residual velocity was used to compare the residual 
velocity at each mesh size to determine how close it was to the extrapolated solution. 
 
The medium mesh (characteristic length of 0.5 mm) of the finite element model predicted a residual 
projectile velocity of 313 m/s (11% lower than the RE solution of 350 m/s). The percentage difference 
between the residual velocity of the extrapolated solution and the simulated residual velocities converged 
at increasing mesh densities. There was a trade-off between solver time and level of mesh refinement 
(Figure 63), for simulations run on 6 cores of an Intel i7-6850 (3.60 GHz clock speed). The medium mesh 
provided a good balance between simulation runtimes and discretization error, resulting in an estimated 
discretization error of less than 10% and runtimes of under one hour. At a mesh size of 0.35 mm (2.86 
relative mesh size), the relative error reduced to less than 5%.  
 
 
Table 15: Simulated residual velocity of SOG models at 800 m/s impact 








Difference (vs. RE) 
(C)  1.00 1.00 210.2 40% 
0.80 1.25 190.0 46% 
0.60 1.67 253.8 28% 
(M) 0.50 2.00 312.6 11% 
0.40 2.50 311.4 11% 
0.35 2.86 336.9 4% 
0.30 3.33 371.3 6% 
(F)  0.25 4.00 340.3 3% 
Richardson 
Extrapolation (RE) - 350.6 - 






Figure 63: Percentage difference from convergend solution versus simulation runtimes (6 cores, Intel i7-
6850 @ 3.60GHz) 
 
Comparing Convergence Tendencies of All Solution Methods 
 
A mesh convergence study was also performed to assess convergence of the different solution methods 
(Figure 64). Orders of convergence and grid convergence indices were calculated based on the Richardson 
extrapolation at 1.00 mm, 0.50 mm and 0.25 mm solutions (Table 16).  
 
SPH predicted projectile residual velocities with some accuracy (difference in residual velocities as low as 
15% at lower impact speeds) but had a low rate of observed convergence (p = 1.1). For comparison, a 
similar convergence study performed by Schwer (2009) of an aluminum projectile impacting an aluminum 
target had an observed rate of convergence of 1.65. In some cases, the relative error (with respect to the 
Richardson extrapolated solution) increased with increasing mesh refinement, indicating that discretization 
error was not the main source of error in the SPH simulations. One source of numerical error that may have 
caused the poor convergence are contact errors. However in the explicit solver used in this study, SPH to 
SPH contact was handled internally (as opposed to a dedicated *CONTACT definition), so contact statistics 
(like contact force, and sliding interface energy) could not be extracted. Unlike SPH, EFG presented higher 
rates of convergence (p = 2.1) but did not predict residual velocities accurately (differences as high as 
348%). FEM showed acceptable convergence tendencies with a rate of observed convergence of 1.88. 
Although SPH predicted ballistic performance more accurately than FEM or EFG using literature 
parameters, the SPH did not converge over the mesh range of study indicating discretization error was not 
the main source of numerical error. The finite element model with erosion provided a good balance between 
simulation accuracy and runtimes in the sphere on glass tile models, provided that a sufficiently fine mesh 











































Figure 64: Discretization error of three solution methods with respect to converged solution 
 
 
Table 16: Richardson extrapolation for each discretization 
method at 800 m/s 
 




















medium (2) 313 447 183 
fine (1) 340 445 219 
      
 
 p 1.883 2.1 1.1  
 e12 -0.082 0.005 -0.196  
 e23 -0.327 -0.021 -0.093  
 GCI12 0.030 0.001 0.175  
 GCI23 0.122 0.006 0.083  







































6.1.2 SOG Model Robustness Assessed by Varying Impact Location and Multi-Hit Simulation 
 
Up to this point, the sphere on glass model had only been run with the projectile impacting at the geometric 
centre of the tile that resulted in a node-node correspondence of the sphere and tile meshes. However, a 
ballistic model may be impacted anywhere along the tile and should be able to provide consistent results 
without numerical instabilities. The off-centre produced some variability in the predicted projectile 
velocities of the sphere on glass model. At very small eccentricities (0.1 mm), the residual velocity was 
much lower than a central impact (at the origin, Table 17). After some investigation, it was determined that 
the small imposed offset produced an irregularity in the contact, resulting in uneven element loading. This 
error was reduced by turning on the consistency flag in the *CONTROL_PARALLEL card in SMP DYNA, 
a setting that is recommended by the user manual (LSTC, 2014), but not the default option. This discrepancy 
was only present in the 0.1 mm test case, with the other eccentricities showing percentage differences of 
less than 5% of the measured residual velocity. 
 






CONSISTENTCY FLAG OFF 
[% diff] 
Y-axis 
CONSISTENTCY FLAG ON 
[% diff] 
0 -313 0% 0% 
0.1 -290 7% 2% 
0.5 -305 2% 4% 
1 -310 1% 1% 
5 -306 2% 3% 
10 -308 2% 4% 
 
A multi-hit simulation was run to assess the model over longer runtimes and with a more aggressive impact 
(Figure 65) to confirm simulation stability (no error termination due to highly distorted elements or other 
numerical instabilities). The model was run for 500 μs to assess model stability at longer runtimes. The 
simulation ran to completion successfully. No experimental multi-hit tests were available to assess the 





Figure 65: Multi-hit simulation, three spheres impacting single glass tile at 800 m/s at 500 μs after 
impact (impact side shown), material damage (history variable 2) greater than 0.5 plotted in purple 
 
 
All solution methods predicted projectile kinematics with some accuracy. SPH predicted projectile residual 
velocities with difference in residual velocities as low as 15% at lower impact speeds but had poor 
convergence tendencies (p = 1.1). EFG had much higher rates of observed convergence (p = 2.1) but did 
not predict residual velocities well, with projectile velocity differences as high as 348% using literature 
parameters. FEM showed a rate of observed convergence (p) of 1.88, a value lower than the theoretical rate 
of convergence for the hexahedral elements used in this study (p = 2) but expected due to the discontinuities 
(contact, fracture, shock) present in ballistic impact modelling. Although other solution methods predicted 
ballistic performance more accurately using literature parameters, the methods showed poor convergence 
tendencies (SPH) or too computationally expensive (EFG) to use effectively. A finite element model with 
erosion provided a good balance between simulation accuracy and runtimes, provided that a sufficiently 
fine mesh was used (determined to be less than 0.5 mm). FEM was also shown to be numerically robust, 
and able to handle a multi-impact simulation over an extended period of time. 
  
Post Impact – t+500 μsPre Impact – t+0 μs
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6.2 Soda-lime Glass Constitutive Model Parameter Identification 
 
Following an initial assessment of discretization methods using published material properties, the 
constitutive model strength parameters (A,N,T,B,m,SFMAX, Equation 4 & Equation 5) and damage evolution 
parameters (D1,D2, Error! Reference source not found.) were updated with the goal of improving the 
ability of the soda-lime glass model to predict projectile kinematics and material damage. The parameter 
identification process was performed in two steps. Initially, least square regression were used to fit 
experimental pressure-stress data (Dannemann et al., 2011) to the JH-2 strength model. Once an initial fit 
was assessed, a combination of analytical methods and experimental data (sphere on glass tile tests) were 
used to improve the ability of the model to predict projectile kinematics and material damage. The 
parameter calibration process produced a model that could accurately predict both projectile kinematics and 
damage progression in the sphere on glass tile tests. 
 
 
To better assess the fractured strength behaviour (B) and damage evolution parameters (D1) of the JH-2 
model, the sphere on glass tile impacts were used. Projectile kinematics (residual projectile velocities) were 
used to study the effects of the fractured strength behaviour (B). Damage progression in the 100 m/s sphere 
on glass impact (initial velocity 100 m/s) was used to assess the effects of the rate of damage accumulation 
(D1) on the damage mechanisms that the model predicted. It was determined that slower rates of damage 
accumulation (D1 = 0.08) allowed the material directly under the projectile to comminute and allowed for 
a fracture cone to form (as seen in experiments). Faster rates of damage accumulation (D1 = 0.00) resulted 
in sudden failure of material through discrete cracking and resulted in the target to fail in an unrealistic 
manner. A parametric study was performed to study the effects of the interactions of these two parameters 
on the residual velocity of the projectile and to determine suitable values of B and D1. The final model 
accurately predicted projectile kinematics and damage progression in soda-lime glass in the sphere on glass 






6.2.1 Least Squares Regression Fitting of JH-2 Strength Parameters 
Least squares regression techniques were used to fit the pressure-strength data (Dannemann et al., 2011) to 
the intact (A,N,T) and fractured strength curves (B,M,SFmax) of the JH-2 model. The updated curves fit the 
pressure-strength data were in good agreement with the experimental data (r2 = 0.921 for the intact strength 
curve, r2 = 0.996 for the fractured strength curve) (Figure 66).   
 
 
Figure 66: Updated pressure-strength curves compared to literature data. 
 
 
Table 18: Updated model parameters (IMMC-V1) based on least square fitting 
 Bulk   Fractured Strength   Damage   Intact Strength   S.Rate   Equation of State   Shock   Elastic 
Units -  - - -  - -  - - MPa   -  GPa   GPa   kgm
-3
 GPa  
Symbol β   B m SFmax    D1 D2   A n T   c   K1 K2 K3   HEL PHEL   ρ G 
JH-1995 1  0.2 1 0.5  0.043 0.85  0.93 0.77 150  0.003  45.4 -138 290  5.95 2.92  2530 30.4 
























Intact Fractured IMMC, Intact IMMC, Fractured
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6.2.2 Limitations of Using Coupon-Level Testing to Fit Parameters for a Ballistic Impact Model 
 
The IMMC-V1 set of parameters were used in the sphere on glass tile ballistic model to assess the fit 
parameters in a ballistic impact test case. Both simulated damage propagation at a single test velocity and 
residual velocities were compared to experiments. The IMMC-V1 parameters over-predicted the extent of 
damage in the glass tile, even at low impact velocities (Figure 67). The model also over-predicted projectile 




Figure 67: Damaged glass tile simulation, 100 m/s sphere impact (reverse side pictured, IMMC-V1). 
 
 
Figure 68: Sphere on glass projectile kinematics simulation (IMMC-V1) versus experiments.  
 
Using quasi-static data to fit the fully fractured strength terms (B,M,SFmax), tensile strength (T) and the 
damage terms (D1, D2) is not typically performed, since the comminution process is strain rate dependent 
(section 2.2) and is usually determined through dynamic testing. Johnson and Holmquist (1995) state in 
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their work that they did not use direct experimentation to determine the fractured strength and damage 
terms. In their words: 
 
“Different techniques have been investigated by various researchers, but questions remain 
as to their validity {…}. Here, a computational iterative technique has been developed to 
obtain the hydrostat, damage model, and fractured material strength using results from 
flyer plate impact tests and ballistic tests.” 
 
Although the fitting process alone was not enough to determine the JH-2 parameters for a ballistic impact 
model of soda-lime glass, IMMC-V1 parameters provided an experimentally based foundation for model 
development. From here, parameters could be updated such that they could model a ballistic impact event. 
The sphere on glass tests above identified two limitations in the IMMC-V1 set of parameters. First, the 
IMMC-V1 parameters over-predicted the amount of tensile damage sustained in the tile during impact. 
Second, the IMMC-V1 set of parameters over-predicted the residual velocities in the sphere on glass 
impacts and therefore under-predicted the energy absorbed in the simulation. An element under confined 
compression would undergo three phases of loading (elastic loading, material damage and fully 
comminuted, Figure 7). To decrease the energy absorbed in the loading process, the rate of damage 
accumulation can be increased or the fully fractured strength can be decreased (B). Damage accumulation 
is controlled by two terms D1 (damage coefficient) and D2 (damage exponent). To simplify the model 
development process, D2 or the pressure dependence of damage accumulation was assumed to be zero and 
D1 was used to control the rate of material damage accumulation in the model (Figure 69). 
 























@ D1 = 0.08
28 GPa
@ D1 = 0.04
74 GPa
@ D1 = 0.02
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6.2.3 Tensile Strength Correction Using Conservation of Energy 
 
One issue identified with the fit parameters was the handling of tensile fracture in the model. It was 
determined that IMMC-V1 parameters over-predicted the level of tensile damage sustained by the tile, and 
the energy absorbed during tensile fracture was not consistent with the energy constraints proposed by 
Grady (1973). Consider a finite element of 0.5 x 0.5 x 0.5 mm placed under uniaxial tension. Under 
increasing tension, the element will eventually fail at a time, tfail. If energy is conserved in the element, the 
energy in the element before fracture (strain energy) should equal the energy in the element after fracture 
(surface energy) (Figure 70). 
 
Figure 70: Element before and after fracture 
 
Assuming the element behaves in a linear-elastic manner, constant stress throughout the element and no 








	𝜎' Equation 13 
 
where U is the strain energy in joules, V is the element volume in meters cubed, E is the Young’s modulus 
in Pascals, and 𝜎 is the equivalent stress in the element. Given the properties of glass (E = 70 GPa,	𝜎n = 30 
MPa) and the volume of the element (V = L3 = (0.5x10-3 m)3 = 1.25x10-10 m3) the strain energy to fracture  
was calculated to be 0.36 μJ (Equation 13). This is the strain energy in the element just prior to fracture. 
 
Using Grady’s (1983) surface energy equation (Equation 1), the energy after fracture (energy required to 
produce the fracture surfaces) can be determined. Given the properties of glass (KIC = 0.7 MPa m1/2, ρ = 
2530 kg/m3, c = 5450 m/s) and the fact that two (2) surfaces of area 2.5x10-7 m2 are produced upon fracture, 
the calculated energy associated with the production of the two surfaces is 2.11 μJ. 
 
t < tfail t > tfail
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Therefore, the current parameters under-predict the amount of energy required to produce a crack by almost 
five fold (x 5.86), an over-prediction is consistent with the observations made in the sphere on glass tile 
models. By using the amount of energy required to form two free surfaces (2.11 μJ), the corresponding 
yield strength can be solved using the strain energy equation, the JH-2 pressure strength relation and the fit 
parameters such that it conserves energy. The calculated strain energy at fracture (2.11 μJ) can be 
substituted into the strain energy equation (with the elastic properties of glass) and results in a tensile 
strength of 48.6 MPa. In uniaxial tension, the hydrostatic pressure is one third the uniaxial stress, or 16.2 
MPa. The yield strength and the hydrostatic pressure can then be substituted into the JH-2 intact strength 
curve and the hydrostatic tensile pressure (T) to failure can be determined. If the current values of strength 
are used (A = 1.0492, n = 0.6965), the tensile pressure (T) equals 28.2 MPa. However, changing the 
hydrostatic tensile pressure parameter (T) without simultaneously changing A and n will affect the intact 
strength fit of the JH-2 model by shifting the curve on the pressure axis. To conserve energy and maintain 
the fit to experimental pressure-strength data, a single element test was placed in uniaxial tension and loaded 
until fracture. Different models with increasing values of T and the corresponding A and n values 
(determined through fitting) were run until the maximum strain energy in the model equaled the theoretical 
strain energy at fracture (2.11 μJ). Using this procedure, T was found to be 21 MPa. The resulting strength 
(A,N,T,B,M,SFmax) and damage (D1, D2) terms were identified as material model coefficients IMMC-V1 
(Table 19).  
 
6.2.4 Determining Fractured Strength (B) and Damage Evolution (D1) Terms through Sphere on 
Glass Tile Impacts 
 
Once an initial set of JH-2 parameters (IMMC-V1) were fit and assessed using single element models, the 
sphere on glass tile data set was used to improve the ability of the model to predict projectile kinematics by 
modifying the fractured strength (B) and damage accumulation rate (D1) in the model. For the given set of 
intact strength, fractured strength and damage terms (IMMC-V1), the fractured strength (B) primarily 
affected the residual projectile velocities. The damage accumulation term (D1) affected the mode of failure 
in the sample. There was some interaction between fractured strength (B) and damage accumulation (D1) 
on the projectile velocity. To determine a B and D1 such that the model predicted projectile kinematics 
accurately, a parametric study was used generate a linear model of the residual velocities in the sphere on 
glass tests with respect to fractured strength. The predicted error in the model was minimized to determine 





The Effect of Fractured Material Strength (B) on the Sphere on Glass Tile Model Residual Velocity 
 
To assess the effects of the fractured strength on projectile residual velocities, the sphere on glass tile models 
were run at all tested impact velocities (100 to 800 m/s) and residual velocities were compared to 
experiments. The IMMC-V1 set of parameters over predicted projectile velocities of the entire range of the 
sphere on glass impact study (Figure 71). Previous results (single element testing, section 6.2.2) indicated 
the IMMC-V1 set of parameters over predicted the fully fractured strength (strength when material damage 
or D = 1) of the material. Reducing the fractured strength of the material (B) improved the ability of the 
model to predict projectile kinematics (Figure 71). 
 
 
Figure 71: Simulated (IMMC-V1) versus experimentalresidual velocities at varying fractured strength (B) 
 
Effect of the Damage Coefficient (D1) on the Sphere on Glass Tile Model Damage Propagation 
 
To illustrate the effects of the damage coefficient on the accumulation of material damage in the sphere on 
glass model, two sphere on glass impact models were run at an impact velocity of 100 m/s; one model with 
damage accumulation turned off (D1 = 0.00, Case A) and one model with slower rate of damage 
accumulation (D1 = 0.08 or twice the rate of damage accumulation in the JH-1995 case, Case B).  By 
turning off damage accumulation in case A (D1 = 0.00), the material immediately assumes a fully fractured 
state once the intact strength of the material was exceeded. To assess the effects of these models, a cross-
section of the model was taken and damage progression at the point of impact was examined over 3 μs 
(Figure 73).  
 
Changing the rate of damage accumulation from 0.00 to 0.08 resulted in two distinct modes of failure. 





















IMMC-V1 (B = 0.7)




through comminution or tensile failure) was visible in the acceleration versus time graphs, making these 
graphs a potentially useful tool in the future development of models.  
 






D1 = 0.00 
Case B 
D1 = 0.08 
  
In case A (D1 = 0.00, Figure 73, left) , 
a ring crack formed early on in the 
impact (t + 0.3 μs). At t + 0.6 μs, 
subsurface failure initiated as a result 
of internal compressive stresses. The 
material under the projectile failed 
immediately, and acted as a point of 
crack initiation. At t + 1.0 μs radial 
cracks formed from the initial 
subsurface crack. The projectile 
continued to penetrate into the target, 
effectively wedging the target apart (t 
+ 3.0 μs). The cracks relieved any 
tensile stresses in the material caused 
by the contact and disrupted the 
formation of a fracture cone. 
 
In case B (D1 = 0.08, Figure 73, right), 
a ring crack formed early on in the 
impact (t + 0.3 μs). At t + 0.6 μs, 
subsurface failure initiated as a result 
of internal compressive stresses. The 
material did not fail immediately. 
Instead, the material under the 
projectile pulverized (t + 1.0 μs) and 
formed a bulb of comminuted material 
(COM) (t + 3.0 μs). A series of ring 
cracks extended outward around the 
bulb of comminution, forming a 








































Combined Effect (Interactions) of B and D1 on the Sphere on Glass Tile Impact Model 
 
To study the effects of B and D1 (and their interactions) on the projectile kinematics in the sphere on glass 
impacts, a parametric study was performed. Combinations of three fractured strength coefficients (B) and 
two damage coefficients (D1) were studied at three impact velocities using the sphere on glass tile model. 
The two damage coefficients (D1) used were 0 (no damage accumulation) and 0.08 (roughly half the rate 
of damage accumulation used in JH-1995). The three fractured strength coefficients (B) used were 0 (no 
strength at a fully damaged state), 0.5 (an intermediate strength) and 1 (effectively as strong as intact glass). 
Three projectile velocities (100 m/s, 500 m/s and 800 m/s) were used to study the effects of these parameters 
at a non-penetrating, transition and penetrating case, respectively. In total 18 simulations were run (Figure 
74). 
 
Figure 74: Parametric study to assess the effects of B and D1 on SOG residual velocities. 
 
The effect of the damage coefficient (D1) on residual velocity changed with increasing fractured strength 
(B). The damage coefficient (D1) controlled the rate of the transition from the fully intact material (D = 0) 
to the fully fractured strength (D = 1) of the material. With increasing fractured strength (B), the intact and 
fractured strength curves converged so that the intact and fractured strengths were similar for B=1. 
 
Using the parameter study (Figure 74), there was likely a range of possible fractured strengths (B) and 
accompanying damage coefficients (D1) that would predict the residual velocities seen in the sphere on 
glass impact experiments. However, without adequate experimental data, fitting both B and D1 using the 
sphere on glass data alone would be a calibrated solution using inverse methods. Since the upper bound of 
the damage coefficient used in this investigation (D1 = 0.08) was able to predict the mode of failure in the 
sphere on glass targets at 100 m/s (Figure 73), this higher damage coefficient was considered. Using the 
parametric study above, a test range for B was identified (Figure 74, right) (B = 0.3 to 0.4) for a damage 





























































Fractured Strength Coeffcient (B)
800 m/s
experiment D1 = 0.00 D1 = 0.08
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was found to be 0.307 and agreed well with experimental observations (Figure 75). These set of parameters 
were used for the remainder of the study and will be referred to as IMMC-V2 (Table 19). 
 
 
Figure 75: Simulated projectile residual velocities versus experimental residual velocities (IMMC-V1 and 
IMMC-V2) 
 
Table 19: Updated model parameters (IMMC-V2) based on sphere on glass residual velocities 
 Bulk   Fractured Strength   Damage   Intact Strength   S.Rate   Equation of State   Shock   Elastic 
Units -  - - -  - -  - - MPa   -  GPa   GPa   kgm
-3
 GPa  
Symbol β   B m SFmax    D1 D2   A n T   c   K1 K2 K3   HEL PHEL   ρ G 
JH-1995 1  0.2 1 0.5  0.043 0.85  0.93 0.77 150  0.003  45.4 -138 290  5.95 2.92  2530 30.4 
V1 0  0.77 0.66 0.36  0.038 0.001  1.05 0.69 21  0  45.4 -138 290  5.95 2.92  2530 30.4 


























6.3 Validation of the Soda-Lime Glass Ballistic Model 
 
Once a suitable set of JH-2 model parameters were determined, the model was validated using three sets of 
experimental data: the split Hopkinson pressure bar experiments, the sphere on glass tests, and the depth of 
penetration tests (see chapter 3). Validation of results required quantitative comparisons between 
experiments and the model. Quantitative metrics from each test were used in the validation process (Table 
20). The final set of parameters (IMMC-V2) were compared to Johnson and Holmquist’s original set of 
parameters (JH-1995). It should be noted that the sphere on glass tile impact residual velocities were already 
used in the parameter identification portion of this study (section 6.2.3) and using a calibration data set to 
validate a model not typical. However, this study used two different aspects of the data set for parameter 
identification and validation. Also this study uses another independent dataset (depth of penetration) to 
validate the ability of the model to ballistic performance and uses the sphere on glass tests to validate a 
secondary aspect of the model performance. 
  
Table 20 : Validation matrix (* indicates partial validation) 
Test Validation Metric Units 
Dynamic Brazilian Peak Sample Strain - 
Sphere on Glass Tile* Damage Front Development mm 
Depth of Penetration Depth of Penetration mm 
 
6.3.1 Dynamic Brazilian Tests 
The dynamic Brazilian tests were used to validate the tensile behaviour of the model. The offset in the 
samples produced some variability in the results, but a majority of the samples failed through the seven step 
failure process described in section 4.2.2 (Figure 40). Using maximum transmitter bar strain as a metric of 
validation, IMMC-V2 was able to predict peak strains closer to the experiments than the original JH-1995 
parameters (Table 21).  
Table 21: Experimental vs. simulated transmitter 







   
Experimental 3.14x10-4 ± 0.8 x10-4 - 
IMMC-V2 2.50x10-4 -20 





The IMMC-V2 predicted peak strain was within one standard deviation of the experimental average 
(2.3x10-4 – 3.9x10-4 mm/mm), and the prediction was within the range of experimental observations (Figure 
76), whereas the JH-1995 parameters were not. The JH-1995 parameters predicted transmitter bar strains 
that were higher than seen in experiments suggesting that the original parameters over predicted the tensile 
strength of soda-lime glass. 
 
Figure 76: Box and whisker plot of dynamic Brazilian tests with simulated bar peak strains 
 
The IMMC-V2 set of parameters also predicted bar strains more accurately than the original parameters 
(Figure 77). One difference between the experimental and simulated transmitted bar strains occurs after the 
peak load. In experiments, the transmitter bar strain drops to zero, indicating complete failure of the sample. 
However, in the simulations, the strains took longer to reach zero strain likely due to the perfectly plastic 
tensile behaviour of the model explored in section 6.2.2. 
 
Figure 77: Simulated and experimental dynamic Brazilian incident and transmitter bar strain versus time 
 
The updated parameters (IMMC-V2) also predicted the mode of failure in the tensile samples more 























































samples showed crack initiation (Figure 78A) and the extension of wing cracks (Figure 78B). The initial 
region of damage (Figure 78A) was much larger in simulation than it was in experiments. Unlike in 
experiments, the simulated samples did not fully bifurcate (Figure 78C-D,). However, once the samples 
were sufficiently loaded, the sample did form diameter cracks (Figure 78E) that eventually coalesced and 
resulted in failure of the sample (Figure 78F-G). The timing of each event also followed the experimental 
tests. 
 
Unlike the updated IMMC-V2 parameters, the baseline JH-1995 parameters did not initiate damage until 
well into loading process. Although the sample damaged locally at the point of contact, the sample did not 
fail until reaching a peak transmitter bar strain of 5.6x10-4 mm/mm (44% higher than experimental bar 
strains). This is likely due to the higher tensile pressure to failure (T) used by the JH-1995 model. IMMC-
V2 showed a quantifiable improvement over the JH-1995 model with respect to the prediction of tensile 
failure. Damage propagation in the samples were not quantified, but the updated parameters did predict 























Figure 78: Damage evolution in dynamic Brazilian tests and simulations (history variable 2, material 
damage plotted: white (D = 0), green (D > 0, D < 1), red (D = 1) 
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6.3.2 Sphere on Glass Tests 
 
The sphere on glass tests were used to assess the ability of the model to predict damage progression in soda-
lime glass under ballistic impact loading. Visually, the updated parameters predicted material damage better 
than the JH-1995 set of parameters over the range of impact velocities (Figure 79).  
 






    






    






    















   
Figure 79: Damaged sphere on glass tile simulation at 100 m/s (reverse side pictured, IMMC-V2) 
(history variable 2, material damage plotted: white (D = 0), green (D > 0, D < 1), red (D = 1) 
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At low velocities (e.g. 100 m/s), the model predicted discrete fracture as the primary mode of failure (Figure 
80). A fracture cone formed over 25 μs post impact (Figure 80A-B), and eight (8) radial cracks extended to 
the edges of the tile (Figure 80C).  
 
A (15 μs) 
 
B (25 μs)  
 
C (50 μs) 
 
 
Figure 80: Progression of damage for a 100 m/s impact; simulation (right), experiment (left) (history 
variable 2, material damage plotted: white (D = 0), green (D > 0, D < 1), red (D = 1) 
 
At intermediate velocities (e.g. 500 m/s), comminution and discrete fracture were present (Figure 81). 
Discrete fracture preceded the damage front (Figure 81A), and initiated further damage (Figure 81B). There 
was more discrete fracture in the model than observed in experiments. 
 
A (10 us) B (13 μs) C (18 μs) 
   
Figure 81: Progression of damage for a 500 m/s impact; simulation (right), experiment (left) (history 
variable 2, material damage plotted: white (D = 0), green (D > 0, D < 1), red (D = 1) 
 
At higher velocities where the projectile perforated the target (e.g. 800 m/s), bulk comminution was the 






A (10 μs) B (16 μs) C (40 μs) 
   
Figure 82: Progression of damage for an 800 m/s impact; simulation (right), experiment (left) (history 
variable 2, material damage plotted: white (D = 0), green (D > 0, D < 1), red (D = 1) 
 
To quantify the progression of damage, the damage front displacements over time of the experiments and 
simulations were compared. At 100 m/s, the experimental damage front compared well with the simulated 
damage front (Figure 83). 
  
Figure 83: SOG damage front displacements over time (100 m/s) 
 
At higher velocities (200, 300 m/s), discrete cracks predicted in the model dominated the damage front and 
caused the damage front to progress at a faster rate than seen in experiments (Figure 84).  
   















































































Some of the deviation from experimental behaviour was due a limitation of the damage tracking 
methodology. At 200 m/s, edge cracks produced in simulations were disjoint from the rest of the damage 
and not representative of the damage front. Alternative damage tracking methods should be considered in 
future studies.  Past the point of perforation (~ 500 m/s), the whole tile was eventually comminuted. The 
model predicted this, but there was a sudden jump in the damage to 50 mm (the edge of the tile) at about 
16 μs, caused by edge cracking produced by release waves (Figure 85). At higher velocities, the 




Figure 85: SOG damage front displacements over time (500 m/s to 800 m/s) 
 
The models (both JH-1995 and the updated IMMC-V2 parameters), showed some mesh dependence with 
respect to damage formation. A good example would be the radial cracks that formed in all cases in the JH-
1995 models (Figure 79), that ran straight along rows of elements, but did not progress along any other 
directions. Mesh dependence effects in damage formation could also be seen in the formation of the fracture 
cone in the updated parameters. The fracture cone was conical at first (Figure 80A-B) but took a more 
rectangular shape as the cone progressed through the target (Figure 80C). This is a limitation of the 









































































































6.3.3 Depth of Penetration Tests 
 
The depth of penetration test data was used to assess the ability of the model to predict ballistic 
performance of soda-lime glass. Both the IMMC-V2 and JH-1995models predicted depth of penetration 
over time with good agreement (Figure 86). 
 
Figure 86: Simulated (IMMC-V2 and JH-1995) depth of penetration versus time.(500 m/s, 750 m/s and 
930 m/s) 
 
The model predicted many phenomena seen in the experiments. For example, in the 890 m/s impact case, 
the jacket was stripped away during impact (Figure 87). The model also predicted the ejection of soda-lime 
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Figure 87: DOP test with 12 mm of glass with polycarbonate backing (impact velocity 890 m/s) 
 
Maximum depths of penetration were extracted from the projectile displacement-time data (Figure 86) and 
plotted against experimental ranges (Figure 88). The updated parameters predicted projectile kinematics in 
the depth of penetration tests with some accuracy, with predicted differences as low as 4% at higher 
velocities (930 m/s) and 95% in lower velocity impacts (500 m/s). Both the JH-1995 and IMMC-V2 set of 
parameters performed similarly, despite having different tensile strength responses (section 6.3.1) and 
damage propagation responses (section 6.3.2), and supports the idea that comminution of ceramic is more 
important in predicting local penetration than crack propagation (Anderson, 2007).  Both the IMMC-V2 
and JH-1995 parameters over-predicted the final depth of penetration into the polycarbonate in all test cases.  
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The updated parameters predicted projectile kinematics in the depth of penetration tests with some 
accuracy, with predicted differences as low as 6% at higher velocities (930 m/s) and 95% in lower velocity 
impacts (500 m/s).  A possible contributor to the over-prediction of depths of penetration may be the 
stripping of the jacket from the projectile core in the tests. The tip of the core is much sharper than the 
jacket of the projectile. If the jacket strips off earlier in the impact (in the glass) leaving the core, this could 
increase the depth of penetration as the core may penetrate farther than the entire projectile. The model also 
over-predicted depth of penetration in cases where there was significant change in projectile trajectory upon 
entering the polycarbonate (for example 12 mm impact at 890 m/s). The current DOP model was modelled 
in quarter symmetry and therefore, the effects of the projectile deviating from an axial path (relative to the 
cylinder) could not be studied in these models. 
 
Both the JH-1995 and the updated set of parameters predicted similar depths of penetration despite having 
different responses in both the dynamic Brazilian and sphere on glass validation cases. Generally, the 
models over predicted the depth of penetration of the projectile likely due to the stripping of the projectile 
jacket and the inability of the model to predict deviations of the projectile trajectory upon entering the 
polycarbonate cylinder. 
 
6.4 Limitations of Numerical Methods Used in Ballistic Impact 
 
The limitations of modelling ballistic impact problems using numerical methods were discussed briefly in 
section 2.4. The contact loads due to ballistic impacts result in a localized material response leading to high 
stress gradients and very high local deformations. Limitations of the numerical methods used in the study 
were identified during the verification process.  
 
Out of the three solution methods tested (FEM, SPH and EFG), all methods were able to predict the pre-
perforating velocities of the projectile with some accuracy (within an order of magnitude). Only SPH was 
able to predict projectile velocities over the entire range of impact velocities using published literature 
parameters (JH-1995) (Figure 61). This is likely due to the erosion of elements in both FEM and EFG. SPH 
did not require element erosion and therefore SPH kept all the material in the calculation and this may have 
allowed SPH to predict projectile velocities at higher impact velocities more accurately than other methods. 
Although SPH did predict residual projectile velocities well, the model showed poor convergence 
tendencies (Figure 64) with diverging projectile velocities at finer mesh sizes (Table 16). This indicated 
that discretization error was not the main source of modelling error. SPH also required artificially reduced 
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time steps and SPH meshed projectiles to resolve the contact without large inter-penetrations. The FEM 
models were well behaved, albeit, inaccurate using literature parameters.  
 
The sub-structuring method of meshing used in the solution methods study may be valid for EFG meshes, 
especially in larger parts where computational power can become a limiting factor. However, coupling SPH 
with FEM meshes produced spurious wave reflections at the interface in the end-to-end Hopkinson bar 
simulations (Figure 52) in SMP LS-DYNA R712. Since impact is a wave propagation problem (Zukas, 
2004) and the interaction between stress waves control the behaviour of the solid, spurious wave reflections 
may adversely affect the ability of the model to predict projectile kinematics. 
 
6.5 Limitations of the Developed Parameters 
  
With material bulking enabled (beta = 1.0), single element tests showed stress oscillations in compression. 
Material bulking is a known phenomenon in ceramics including glass. Bulking may result in an increase in 
pressure when confined and result in an increase in material strength. However due to the observed 
oscillations during single element testing, the effects of bulking were not explored in this study. This study 
did not also incorporate the pressure effects on damage accumulation to simplify the analysis process. 
Confined compression tests at low confining pressures (100 MPa and 250 MPa) show that there may be 
some effect of pressure on damage accumulation in soda lime glass (Dannemann et al., 2011 Figure 89). 
 
Figure 89: Dannemann experimental axial compression data for two confinement pressures (pressure at 
fully fractured strength 445 MPa @ 100 MPa confinement and 714 MPa @ 250 MPa confinement) 
 
The JH-2 model did not attempt to quantify the effect of strain rate on damage accumulation. Using Grady’s 




























As strain rate increases, the particle size should decrease. It is possible that quasi-static tests did capture 
levels of material comminution seen in ballistic impact. Post-impact observations of the projectiles in the 
sphere on glass tests showed scratches spaced roughly 2 - 10 μm apart (Figure 33), and are consistent with 
the size of particles found post-test in the Dannemann experiments (~ 10 μm, 2011).  
 
There is a practical limit on a size of particles that can be produced by a certain process (Tanaka, 1966). 
Since the lack of strain rate effects on damage accumulation did not present a problem in ballistic validation 
of the model, there are two possibilities. Either the effect was compensated for by other mechanisms in the 
parameter identification process, or the effects were negligible. Current iterations of the Johnson-Holmquist 






7.  Conclusions & Recommendations 
 
7.1  Experimental Conclusions 
 
1. The sphere on glass tile tests were found to be repeatable for a wide range of impact velocities 
(Table 6), and provided a set of simple to model experimental data that could be used in the 
assessment of computational models (section 6.3.2). The sphere on glass tests also presented a wide 
range of damage mechanisms, including features like fracture cones, radial cracks, concentric 
cracks, edge cracks and material comminution (Table 7). These features were quantified through 
the use of high speed imaging (Table 8). 
 
2. Successful tensile testing of soda-lime glass requires samples to be made to sub-millimeter 
precision. Deviations in geometry can result in non-standard modes of failure (Figure 40). 
However, as long as deviations in the geometry are consistent, the results can still be repeatable 
(Figure 39) and possibly useful (for example, as a set of validation data). 
 
3. Depth of penetration testing on transparent materials provided a unique opportunity to study 
projectile penetration. Projectile kinematics (Figure 43) and final depth of penetration (Table 9) 
can be obtained without the use of expensive equipment (such as x-ray imaging). Overall the tests 
were repeatable, with higher variability in tests with thicker facing material (12 mm). 
 
7.2 Simulation Conclusions 
 
4. Ballistic impacts of soda-lime glass can be modelled using the standard finite element method (as 
opposed to mesh-free methods) and still be numerically stable and converge with respect to 
projectile velocities in the sphere on glass models, provided a fine enough mesh is used in the 
calculation (Table 11). 
 
5. Of the three solution methods tested in this study (Finite Element Method, Smooth Particle 
Hydrodynamics and element free Galerkin), all methods predicted both perforating and non-
perforating events in the sphere on glass models using literature parameters (Johnson & Holmquist, 
1995) (Figure 61). 
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6. Element Free Galerkin exhibited good convergence tendencies (p = 2.1) in the sphere on glass 
models but was inaccurate with respect to projectile velocities using literature parameters (Table 
11). 
 
7. Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics predicted projectile velocities with some accuracy (Figure 61), 
but exhibited poor convergence tendencies and diverged at finer particle spacing in the sphere on 
glass tile models using literature parameters (Table 16). Additionally, SPH required smaller time 
steps and SPH projectiles to properly resolve contact in LS-DYNA SMP R712. 
 
8. The sub structuring method used in this study where a mesh-free zone is supported by a FEM mesh 
with the goal of reducing computational costs may be a valid approach when using EFG. However, 
SPH exhibited spurious wave reflections at the mesh-particle interface (Figure 52), that can 
possibly lead to erroneous results and is therefore not recommended. 
 
9. Problems highly dependent on contact and material erosion (like ballistic impact problems) can be 
highly sensitive to the order of summation when performing simulations on multiple CPUs and 
using LS- DYNA SMP R712 and may result variations of results between runs of identical 
simulations. In this study, the error was resolved by enabling the “consistent right-hand summation” 
in *CONTROL_PARALLEL (Table 17). 
 
10. More realistic tensile behaviour can be achieved in the JH-2 model by adjusting the hydrostatic 
tensile pressure to failure (T) of the JH-2 model such that it conserves energy (section 6.2.3) 
 
11. The decreasing rate of damage accumulation (D1) not only changed the magnitude of a response 
but also managed to change the mode of failure in the sphere on glass tile simulations (Figure 73).  
 
12. The JH-2 constitutive model predicted a wide range of soda-lime glass behaviour over a range of 
load cases accurately with parameters derived through primarily physics based arguments (as 
opposed to direct calibration). 
 
7.3 Experimental Recommendations 
 
1. During the parameter identification phase, the acceleration-time profiles of the projectiles in the sphere 
on glass tile simulations provided a quantitative method to characterize an impact event (Figure 72). It 
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is possible that these acceleration-time curves can be found experimentally by tracking the projectile 
as it impacts the target using high-speed imaging. 
 
Displacement data is obtained by tracking the projectile. Since acceleration is the second derivative of 
displacement with respect to time, even small errors in displacement tracking can result in large errors 
in accelerations. In simulations, peak accelerations at 100 m/s were 20x106 m/s2. Assuming an error of 
1% is low enough to determine general trends in data, this would require an error in acceleration 
measurements on the order of 200 000 m/s2. 
 
The initial loading phase occurs on the order of microseconds. An ideal capture rate would be around 
0.1 microseconds (ten samples to capture the event). This would require a framerate of 10 million 
frames per second. Assuming a ¼” projectile fills the frame of a Shimadzu HPV-X (the camera used in 
this study), each pixel would have a spatial resolution of 2.54x10-5 m/pixel. An error of one pixel would 
result in an error in acceleration of 254x106 m/s (or 10 times the peak acceleration). Subpixel techniques 
(like the use of DIC) and capturing only the end of the projectile may reduce this error, but would 
require unrealistic precision when firing the projectile. So it is clear that using high speed imaging 
would be restrictive (at least at the resolutions provided by current cameras). Another possibility would 
be to a round nose, cylindrical projectile that is fitted with either a strain gauge or an accelerometer to 
determine projectile acceleration with respect to time or some other capture method. 
 
2. The dynamic Brazilian tests in the current study were useful in the validation of the ballistic glass 
model, but due to irregular failure of the samples (Figure 40), they could not be used to directly assess 
the tensile strength of soda lime glass. To facilitate diametric failure (cracking from the centre and 
along the diameter), the samples must be made to sub-millimetre precision. Both Dannemann (2011) 
and Scapin (2017) have guidelines for the dimensions of these samples. Generally, the samples must 
be parallel and cylindrical within 0.01 mm and have a polished surface (80/50 scratch-dig). 
 
3. This study did not explore the effects of multiple hits on ballistic performance of soda-lime glass. Some 
laminate tests (glass-polycarbonate layered tiles) were performed and impacted twice. However, the 
tests were not repeatable due to the loss of soda lime glass in the first impact, and subsequent damage 
sustained by the tile post-impact. The DOP tests could provide a repeatable test bench to study the 
effects of multiple hits on the ballistic performance of soda lime glass. A polycarbonate front layer can 




7.4 Simulation Recommendations 
 
4. This study identified a possible error in the implementation of the JH-2 constitutive model in LS-
DYNA. This error can be fixed, but would require access to LS-DYNA source code and a means of 
compiling said code. Alternatively, other constitutive models can be explored, such as *MAT_GLASS. 
 
5. The effects of multiple hits on the ballistic performance of soda-lime glass were not characterized in 
this study (either though experimentation or simulation). Future work can focus on characterizing the 
degradation in performance (see point 3) and validating the model in multi-hit performance. 
 
6. The model is currently validated for LS-DYNA SMP R712. Validating the model on newer platforms 
(like R910) and for use with MPP DYNA could extend the utility of the model. For example, if 
validated on MPP DYNA, the glass models could be run on high performance computing, allowing for 
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Appendix A: Parameter Sensitivity Study 
 
To determine the relative effects of the JH-2 parameters on a ballistic impact problem, a parameter study 
was conducted. A quarter model of the sphere on glass tests (see section 5.2), was constructed (Figure A.1) 
and model parameters were changed independently of one another. The JH-1995 parameters were used the 
baseline. Six parameters were altered (C, B, FS, T, D1 & D2).  Residual velocities were recorded at 100 
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Parameter Study - JH1995 (FS)
TEST 0.1 1 2




















Parameter Study - JH1995 (T)




















Parameter Study - JH1995 (D1)
TEST 0.01 0.05 0.1





















Parameter Study - JH1995 (D2)
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Seqt = 0.05 
Pt = -Seqt/3.0 
%get xy data 
spdata = [ 
% Pressure    Eq. Stress  (GPa) 
% Tensile Strength Contstraint 
Pt, Seqt 
% … x 9 
Pt, Seqt 
% Dannemann Pressure-Strength Data 
0.42768595  , 1.291525424 
0.522727273 , 1.569491525 
0.719008264 , 2.152542373 
0.671487603 , 1.718644068 
0.896694215 , 1.955932203 
0.92768595  , 2.484745763 
1.200413223 , 2.857627119 
1.355371901 , 2.566101695 
1.326446281 , 2.796610169 
1.355371901 , 2.884745763 
1.623966942 , 3.379661017 ]; 
  
pnorm = spdata(:,1)./2.92; 
snorm = spdata(:,2)./4.545; 
  
spnorm = [pnorm snorm]; 
  
%get model to minimize 
nlr_model = @(b) sum((snorm - (b(1).*(pnorm+b(2)).^b(3))).^2) 
  
%function to evaluate 
yield_eval = @(b,pstar) b(1).*(pstar+b(2)).^b(3); 
  
%initial guesses 
b0 = [0.93,0.20,0.77]; 
bmin = [0,0,0]; 
bmax = [10,1,1]; 
  
result = fminsearchbnd(nlr_model, b0,bmin,bmax); 
  
plot(2.92.*pnorm, 4.54.*snorm, 'k.') 
hold on 
pplot = linspace(-.150,4); 
plot(2.92.*pplot, 4.54.*yield_eval(result, pplot), 'r') 






title ('Intact Strength Curve'); 
legend({'Dannemann (2011)','IMMC','JH-1995'},'Location','northwest') 
yield_eval(b0,pnorm) 
  
 
